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ABSTRACT: Climate models and observations robustly agree that Earth’s clear-sky longwave

feedback has a value of about -2 W m−2 K−1, suggesting that this feedback can be estimated

from first principles. In this study, we derive an analytic model for Earth’s clear-sky longwave

feedback. Our approach uses a novel spectral decomposition that splits the feedback into four

components: a surface Planck feedback, and three atmospheric feedbacks from CO2, H2O, and the

H2O continuum. We obtain analytic expressions for each of these terms, and the model can also be

framed in terms of Simpson’s Law and deviations therefrom. We validate the model by comparing

it against line-by-line radiative transfer calculations across a wide range of climates. Additionally,

the model qualitatively matches the spatial feedback maps of a comprehensive climate model. For

present-day Earth, our analysis shows that the clear-sky longwave feedback is dominated by the

surface in the global mean and in the dry subtropics; meanwhile, atmospheric feedbacks from CO2

and H2O become important in the inner tropics. Together, these results show that a spectral view

of Earth’s clear-sky longwave feedback elucidates not only its global-mean magnitude, but also its

spatial pattern and its state-dependence across past and future climates.
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SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: The climate feedback determines how much our planet warms22

due to changes in radiative forcing. For more than 50 years scientists have been predicting this23

feedback using complex numerical models. Except for cloud effects the numerical models largely24

agree, lending confidence to global warming predictions, but nobody has yet derived the feedback25

from simpler considerations. We show that Earth’s clearsky longwave feedback can be estimated26

using only pen and paper. Our results confirm that numerical climate models get the right number27

for the right reasons, and allow us to explain regional and state variations of Earth’s climate28

feedback. These variations are difficult to understand solely from numerical models but are crucial29

for past and future climates.30

1. Introduction31

Earth’s climate sensitivity is a crucial factor in understanding and predicting climate change.32

While uncertainty in climate sensitivity is dominated by cloud feedbacks, the magnitude of climate33

sensitivity is largely set by the clear-sky longwave feedback, _𝐿𝑊 . Early studies estimated _𝐿𝑊34

to be -2.2-2.3 W m−2 K−1 (Manabe and Wetherald 1967; Budyko 1969). These estimates were35

impressively close to the current best estimates from climate models and observations, which agree36

on a fairly narrow range for _𝐿𝑊 of about -1.8 to -2.2Wm−2 K−1 (Andrews et al. 2012; Chung et al.37

2010; Kluft et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2020; Zelinka et al. 2020). By contrast, the recent Sherwood38

et al. (2020) assessment estimated the total cloud feedback to be both smaller in magnitude and39

less certain at +0.45 ± 0.33 W m−2 K−1.40

The robustness of the clear-sky longwave feedback suggests that one should be able to understand41

and describe its governing physics in fairly simple form. A simple model for _𝐿𝑊 would provide42

definitive support for the value of -2 W m−2 K−1 derived from observations and climate models.43

It would also allow us to understand the state-dependence of _𝐿𝑊 : at warm enough temperatures44

Earth’s atmosphere transitions to a runaway state, in which _𝐿𝑊 becomes zero or even changes45

sign, but it is unclear how _𝐿𝑊 varies between today’s value and the runaway limit. Similarly, there46

is a long-standing interest in using paleoclimate proxies to constrain present-day climate sensitivity47

(Tierney et al. 2020), but this effort suffers from uncertainty regarding the state-dependence of48

climate feedbacks (Meraner et al. 2013; Bloch-Johnson et al. 2015). Finally, geographic variation49

in feedbacks and their importance for the so-called pattern effect is an ongoing topic of research50
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(Armour et al. 2013; Andrews et al. 2015, 2018) , but if _𝐿𝑊 has state-dependence then that51

dependence should also influence the spatial pattern of _𝐿𝑊 . For example, if the global-mean _𝐿𝑊52

was different in past climates due to changes in the global-mean surface temperature, then present-53

day _𝐿𝑊 should show regional variation due to Earth’s surface temperature pattern, suggesting a54

close link between state-dependence and spatial-dependence of _𝐿𝑊 .55

One of the earliest models for _𝐿𝑊 was proposed by Simpson (1928a), who found that an56

atmosphere that is optically thick due to water vapor would have a clear-sky longwave feedback57

that is approximately zero, suggesting Earth should be in a runaway greenhouse. Although this58

early model was abandoned by Simpson (1928b) as being overly simplistic, Ingram (2010) resolved59

the Simpsonian “paradox" by separating out the parts of Earth’s outgoing radiation spectrum that60

are optically thick due to water vapor (and for which _𝐿𝑊 is approximately zero) from the optically61

thin “window" region. Koll and Cronin (2018) subsequently quantified Ingram’s argument: using62

fixed relative humidity (RH), single-column calculations they argued that for present-day Earth the63

clear-sky longwave feedback is dominated by the surface:64

_𝐿𝑊 ≈ _surf . (1)

Here _surf is the surface Planck feedback, which is smaller than a blackbody’s feedback because65

greenhouse gases block the surface’s emission outside the spectral window. Meanwhile, the66

atmosphere itself contributes less to _𝐿𝑊 in the present climate, and so to first order its contribution67

can be ignored. It follows that atmospheric feedback terms which are often the focus of climate68

model or observational analyses – the atmospheric component of the Planck feedback, the lapse-69

rate feedback and the water vapor feedback – roughly cancel (Koll and Cronin 2018; Jeevanjee70

et al. 2021a).71

The match between _𝐿𝑊 and the surface Planck feedback _surf in Equation 1 is not exact,72

however. Follow-up work found that _surf only accounts for 50-90% of _𝐿𝑊 in different regions,73

with about 60% in the global mean (Raghuraman et al. 2019; Feng et al. 2022), implying a gap74

in the argument of Koll and Cronin (2018). Similarly, Seeley and Jeevanjee (2021) showed that75

in hot, high-CO2 climates _surf becomes negligible yet _𝐿𝑊 does not go to zero. As the surface76

warms the atmosphere is still able to increase its emission to space in spectral regions that are77

dominated by CO2. This emission mostly comes from the upper atmosphere, and gives rise to a78
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spectral CO2 “radiator fin" feedback. The existence of a CO2 feedback means _𝐿𝑊 must depend79

on CO2 concentration, and thus must have CO2 state-dependence. Moreover, the CO2 feedback80

has to depend on the atmospheric lapse rate: if the atmosphere was isothermal with zero lapse81

rate, CO2’s forcing and feedback would both have to be zero, in line with previous work which82

tried to quantify the dependence of CO2 forcing on the lapse rate (Huang and Bani Shahabadi83

2014; Dufresne et al. 2020), even if the details of the forcing mechanism are still disputed (Seeley84

2018; Romps et al. 2022). So while the “surface-only" feedback picture from Koll and Cronin85

(2018) gives a reasonable first-order approximation to _𝐿𝑊 , more terms are needed to describe86

_𝐿𝑊 quantitatively.87

In this study, we aim to derive a simple model of Earth’s feedback that can quantitatively88

capture the magnitude of _𝐿𝑊 as well as its state-dependence and regional variations. The model89

decomposes _𝐿𝑊 into the surface Planck feedback (_surf) plus three atmospheric terms: a CO290

band feedback (_co2), a non-Simpsonian water vapor band feedback (_H2O), and a destabilizing91

water vapor continuum feedback (_cnt). Although these feedbacks are less familiar, they represent92

the different substances through which Earth gives longwave radiation off to space, and how93

each substance changes its emission under surface warming. As shown below, expressions can94

be derived for each spectral feedback term starting from the basic equations of radiative transfer.95

These expressions can be interpreted as a global-mean model for _𝐿𝑊 or in terms of local feedbacks96

(Feldl and Roe 2013; Armour et al. 2013; Bloch-Johnson et al. 2020). That is, each atmospheric97

column is treated as an isolated 1D system whose longwave feedback depends on its local surface98

temperature. We validate the model (and the utility of the spectral decomposition) by comparing99

it against calculations with a line-by-line radiation code.100

Our model of _𝐿𝑊 is based on spectroscopic thinking and hence represents a different perspective101

than the conventional decomposition which breaks the clear-sky longwave feedback into Planck,102

Lapse-rate andWater Vapor feedbacks (e.g., Soden et al. 2008; Sherwood et al. 2020; Zelinka et al.103

2020). The conventional decomposition has been an important tool for understanding _𝐿𝑊 and for104

diagnosing the physics governing outgoing longwave radiation in climate models. However, it also105

obscures large cancellations between the atmospheric part of the Planck feedback, the Lapse-rate106

feedback and the Water Vapor feedback (Held and Shell 2012; Koll and Cronin 2018; Jeevanjee107

et al. 2021a). By obscuring these cancellations the conventional decomposition can give a false108
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impression of the uncertainty of climate models. The same cancellations also make it difficult109

to understand the state-dependence of _𝐿𝑊 – Planck, Lapse-rate and Water Vapor feedbacks all110

increase in a warmer climate, but it is far from obvious how these changes add up to affect _𝐿𝑊111

(Meraner et al. 2013). Building on previous discussions of spectral feedbacks (e.g., Huang et al.112

2010, 2014; Koll and Cronin 2018; Pan and Huang 2018; Seeley and Jeevanjee 2021; Jeevanjee113

et al. 2021a; Kluft et al. 2021; Feng et al. 2022), our goal in this paper is to show that the issues that114

arise in the conventional decomposition can be resolved by viewing _𝐿𝑊 in terms of its spectral115

components instead.116

The layout of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses several preliminaries which117

are necessary for the main derivations: an idealized Clausius-Clapeyron relation, an analytic118

approximation for moist lapse rates and idealized band models for H2O and CO2 spectroscopy.119

Section 3 lays out our spectral framework and introduces the emission-level approximation, our120

spectral decomposition of _𝐿𝑊 and a description of the numerical line-by-line calculations. Section121

4 derives analytic expressions for Earth’s emission temperature in different parts of the spectrum,122

which are then used in Section 5 to derive analytic feedbacks. Our expressions compare favorably123

against the state-dependence of _𝐿𝑊 from line-by-line calculations. Next, Section 6 uses these124

results to understand the spatial pattern of Earth’s clear-sky longwave feedback. We generate125

global maps of Earth’s clear-sky longwave feedback using a radiative kernel and climate model126

data. We then show that our analytic expressions recover qualitatively similar feedback patterns,127

which implies that the spatial pattern of _𝐿𝑊 can be largely understood using our analytic model.128

Breaking _𝐿𝑊 up into surface versus atmospheric terms, we find that the surface dominates _𝐿𝑊129

in the global-mean as well as in the dry subtropics, with a spatial pattern set by the pattern130

of atmospheric relative humidity, while atmospheric feedbacks become significant in the inner131

tropics, with spatial patterns that are set by regional lapse rate changes under warming. The132

manuscript closes in Section 7 with a conclusion and broader discussion of the results.133

2. Preliminaries134

Our goal is to derive the longwave feedback of a cloud-free vertical column of atmosphere. The135

column’s state can be specified using five parameters: 𝑇𝑠, 𝛾lr, RH, 𝑞co2 and 𝑇strat. Here 𝑇𝑠 is the136

surface temperature, 𝛾lr ≡ 𝑑 ln𝑇/𝑑 ln 𝑝 is the temperature lapse rate, RH is the relative humidity,137
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𝑞co2 is the CO2 mass mixing ratio and 𝑇strat is the stratospheric temperature. We idealize the state138

of the column by treating 𝛾lr, RH, and 𝑞co2 as vertically uniform; all are defined more precisely139

below. Similarly, we approximate the stratosphere as isothermal.140

a. Clausius-Clapeyron141
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Fig. 1. Different approximations to the Clausius-Clapeyron relation. Black: fit based on experimental

data (Huang 2018). Blue: the commonly-used quasi-exponential approximation. Orange: the power law

approximation used in this work. The saturation vapor pressure is with respect to liquid water. In this plot

(𝑇0, 𝑒
∗
0) are set equal to the triple point values of H2O, so 𝛾wv = 19.8.
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The Clausius-Clapeyron relation governs the temperature-dependence of the saturation vapor146

pressure 𝑒∗(𝑇) and is an essential element of our analytic model. The Clausius-Clapeyron re-147

lation is often solved by ignoring the temperature-dependence of the latent heat of vaporization,148

𝑑 ln𝑒∗/𝑑 ln𝑇 = 𝐿𝑣 (𝑇)/(𝑅𝑣𝑇) ≈ 𝐿𝑣 (𝑇0)/(𝑅𝑣𝑇), which leads to the quasi-exponential approximation149

𝑒∗ ≈ 𝑒∗0(𝑇0) exp
[
−𝐿𝑣 (𝑇0)

𝑅𝑣

(
1
𝑇
− 1
𝑇0

)]
. (2)

This quasi-exponential form does not lead to closed-form analytic expressions in the equations150

of radiative transfer, however, so we require a simpler form of the Clausius-Clapeyron rela-151
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tion. We obtain this by approximating the Clausius-Clapeyron relation further as 𝑑 ln𝑒∗/𝑑 ln𝑇 =152

𝐿𝑣 (𝑇)/(𝑅𝑣𝑇) ≈ const, which leads to a simple power law between temperature and saturation vapor153

pressure (Koll and Cronin 2019),154

𝑒∗ ≈ 𝑒∗0(𝑇0)
(
𝑇

𝑇0

)𝛾wv

, (3)

where155

𝛾wv ≡
𝐿𝑣 (𝑇0)
𝑅𝑣𝑇0

. (4)

Here 𝑇0 is an arbitrary reference temperature around which we are approximating the saturation156

vapor pressure as a power law. We emphasize that 𝑇0 is effectively a thermodynamic constant and157

does not change with surface warming. The non-dimensional power law exponent is large and158

reflects the steep rise of 𝑒∗ with temperature; at Earth-like temperatures, 𝛾wv ≈ 20. The fractional159

increase in saturation vapor pressure per unit warming is 𝑑 ln𝑒∗/𝑑𝑇 = 𝛾wv/𝑇 ∼ 7%/K, in line with160

other Clausius-Clapeyron approximations.161

Figure 1 compares the approximations in Equations 2 and 3 against a fit based on experimental162

data (Huang 2018). Considering that a typical tropical atmospheric column spans the vertical163

temperature range 200−300 K, the quasi-exponential approximation is very accurate, whereas our164

power law approximation only matches to roughly a factor of two. Nevertheless, as shown below,165

this accuracy is good enough to match numerical calculations.166

b. Bulk moist lapse rate167

The vertical temperature-pressure profile of an atmospheric column can be specified via the174

lapse-rate exponent175

𝛾lr = 𝑑 ln𝑇/𝑑 ln 𝑝, (5)

where 𝑝 is pressure. For a dry adiabat the lapse rate exponent is vertically uniform, 𝛾lr = 𝑅𝑑/𝑐𝑝 ≈176

2/7. For a moist atmosphere 𝛾lr varies both as a function of temperature and pressure, but due177

to the latent heat release in a convecting parcel it is generally smaller than the dry lapse rate:178

𝛾lr ≤ 𝑅𝑑/𝑐𝑝.179

In order to obtain analytically tractable expressions we would like to treat 𝛾lr as constant in the180

vertical even for a moist column, so we diagnose a bulk 𝛾𝑙𝑟 using the surface and tropopause values181
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Fig. 2. Moist adiabatic lapse rates versus our analytic approximation. Left: Pressure-Temperature profiles

following a moist adiabat (solid) and following the bulk lapse rate approximation (dashed). Right: adiabatic lapse

rate 𝛾lr numerically computed at three fixed temperature levels inside the troposphere (light blue), compared

with the bulk approximation in Equation (9) (orange). Note that 𝛾lr(𝑇) is undefined if 𝑇 is larger than the surface

temperature 𝑇𝑠. The average 𝛾lr (dark blue) is a mass-weighted mean of all numerical lapse rates inside the

troposphere, 1/(𝑝𝑠 − 𝑝tp) ×
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of (𝑇, 𝑝):182

𝛾lr ≈
ln(𝑇tp/𝑇s)
ln(𝑝tp/𝑝𝑠)

. (6)

Assuming that the tropopause temperature stays constant in response to surface temperature183

changes, in accord with the FAT/FiTT hypothesis (Hartmann and Larson 2002; Seeley et al.184

2019), then all that is needed is an expression for how 𝑝tp depends on 𝑇s. We can derive such an185

expression by first obtaining an expression for the tropopause height 𝑧tp, following Romps (2016).186

From MSE conservation along an undilute moist adiabat between the surface and tropopause,187

𝑧tp ≈
1
𝑔

(
𝑐𝑝 (𝑇s −𝑇tp) + 𝐿𝑣𝑞

∗
𝑠

)
, (7)

where 𝑞∗𝑠 is the mass mixing ratio of water at saturation, 𝑞∗, evaluated at the surface and we neglect188

𝑞∗ at the tropopause. 𝑝tp can then be obtained as189

𝑝tp = 𝑝𝑠𝑒
−𝑧tp/𝐻 , (8)
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where 𝐻 is the scale height of pressure (= 𝑅𝑑𝑇av
𝑔
) and 𝑇av ≡ (𝑇s+𝑇tp)/2. Plugging this into (6) yields190

𝛾lr ≈
𝑅𝑑𝑇av ln(𝑇s/𝑇tp)

𝑐𝑝 (𝑇s −𝑇tp) + 𝐿𝑣𝑞
∗
𝑠

. (9)

One can show that Equation 9 correctly reduces to the dry lapse rate 𝛾lr = 𝑅𝑑/𝑐𝑝 by setting 𝑞∗𝑠 = 0191

and series expanding the logarithm, assuming 𝑇s −𝑇tp ≪ 𝑇tp. In practice the latter assumption is192

not strictly true but the resulting deviation from the dry adiabat is small even for a 100 K difference193

between surface and tropopause.194

According to the bulk approximation, 𝛾lr is constant in the vertical and varies only in response to195

climatic changes (e.g., changes in surface temperature). One can then integrate Equation 5 to solve196

for the column’s temperature-pressure profile. This leads to a power law similar to a dry adiabat,197

𝑇 (𝑝) = 𝑇𝑠

(
𝑝

𝑝𝑠

)𝛾lr (𝑇𝑠)
, (10)

where the only difference to a dry adiabat is that now the lapse rate depends on surface temperature.198

Figure 2 (left) compares profiles based on Equation 10 to moist adiabatic profiles. The moist199

adiabats are obtained by numerically integrating a generalized form of the moist adiabat which200

does not approximate water vapor as a dilute substance and thus remains valid at high temperatures201

(Ding and Pierrehumbert 2016). In all cases, the tropopause temperature is assumed to be fixed202

and equal to 𝑇strat = 200 K. The analytic profiles given by Equation 10 produce a reasonable fit203

to the moist adiabats, though at surface temperatures below 340 K they produce slightly colder204

tropospheres. The tropopause pressure is accurately reproduced, as the analytic profiles always205

reach the tropopause at roughly the same point as the moist adiabats.206

Figure 2 (right) compares the 𝑇𝑠-dependence of 𝛾lr. First, the moist adiabatic 𝑇 (𝑝) profiles207

shown in Figure 2 (left) are used to numerically compute 𝛾𝐿𝑅 at individual levels of the tropo-208

sphere. Because our bulk expression for 𝛾𝐿𝑅 only depends on temperature, and not pressure,209

the moist adiabatic values of 𝛾𝐿𝑅 are similarly shown at fixed temperature levels. Additionally,210

for each adiabatic 𝑇 (𝑝) profile we compute the average moist lapse rate using a mass-weighted211

mean, 1/(𝑝𝑠 − 𝑝tp) ×
∫ 𝑝𝑠

𝑝tp
𝛾lr𝑑𝑝. Figure 2 shows that our analytic approximation captures the 𝑇𝑠-212

dependence of the average moist lapse rate relatively well, though this general agreement can213

obscure significant differences at individual levels. For example, our analytic approximation of214
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𝛾lr deviates by more than a factor of two from the moist-adiabatic 𝛾lr at the 𝑇 = 220 K level. We215

will show below that these details of atmospheric lapse rates do not have a major impact on Earth’s216

longwave feedback at low surface temperatures, but they become increasingly important above217

∼ 300 K.218

c. H2O and CO2 spectroscopy219

The third ingredient for our derivations is a model of H2O and CO2 spectroscopy. We follow226

previous studies andmodel the absorption cross-sections ofH2OandCO2 as log-linear band shapes.227

Despite the simplicity of thesemodels, they are able to explain numerous features of Earth’s climate,228

including the logarithmic nature of CO2 forcing, the temperature-dependence of Earth’s surface229

feedback and the vertical structure of radiative cooling (Crisp et al. 1986; Pierrehumbert 2010;230

Wilson and Gea-Banacloche 2012; Koll and Cronin 2018; Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler 2020; Romps231

et al. 2022). Because we explore feedbacks over a wide range of temperatures, we additionally232

need to account for the H2O continuum. We do so by approximating the continuum as a grey233

absorber.234

For CO2, the absorption cross-section is235

^co2 = ^0

(
𝑝

𝑝0

)
exp

(
− |a− a0 |

𝑙a

)
, (11)

where ^0 is the absorption cross-section in the center of the band, 𝑝0 is a reference pressure, a is236

wavenumber, a0 the wavenumber of the center of the band and 𝑙a the decay rate of the absorption237

cross-section in wavenumber space. Previous work fit these parameters to the CO2 absorption238

spectrum at a reference pressure of 𝑝0 = 0.1 bar (Jeevanjee et al. 2021b). Because the choice of239

reference pressure is arbitrary, we here rescale the fits to the dry surface pressure in our calculations240

(i.e., the surface pressure excluding the contribution of water vapor), 𝑝0 = 1 bar. The resulting241

values are ^0 = 500 m2/kg, a0 = 667.5 cm−1 and 𝑙a = 10.2 cm−1.242

H2Oband absorption can similarly bemodeled using a log-linear shape, though one has to account243

for the fact that H2O has two bands which are relevant for Earth’s longwave feedback. The rotation244

band determines H2O absorption at wavenumbers less than 1000 cm−1 and the vibration-rotation245
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band at wavenumbers larger than 1000 cm−1. We model these two bands as246

^H2O,𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 =

(
𝑝

𝑝0

)
max

[
^rot exp

(
− |a− arot |

𝑙rot

)
, ^v−r exp

(
− |a− av−r |

𝑙v−r

)]
. (12)
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The first term in the max(. . . ) expression represents the rotation band, which dominates at low247

wavenumbers, while the second term represents the vibration-rotation band at high wavenumbers.248

The factor 𝑝/𝑝0 in front of both H2O and CO2 cross-sections reflects pressure broadening: under249

present-Earth conditions CO2 and H2O absorption lines become wider due to collisions of those250

molecules with the background air (N2 or O2). This has the overall effect that both gases become251

more efficient absorbers at higher pressure.252

In contrast to the CO2 and H2O bands, the H2O continuum is dominated by self broadening so the253

continuum cross-section is independent of pressure and instead scales as ∝ 𝑒 = RH𝑒∗. Although254

continuum absorption is not uniform with respect to wavenumber, its spectral dependence is255

significantly weaker than the H2O or CO2 bands. We therefore approximate the continuum as a256

grey absorber and write257

^H2O,𝑐𝑛𝑡 = ^cnt RH
𝑒∗(𝑇)
𝑒∗0

(
𝑇

𝑇0

)−𝑎
, (13)

where the dimensionless exponent 𝑎 captures the direct temperature-dependence which acts to258

weaken the continuum (Pierrehumbert 2010). The total H2O cross-section is the sum of line and259

continuum absorption, ^H2O = ^H2O,𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 + ^H2O,𝑐𝑛𝑡 . Because the line opacity decreases exponentially260

away from H2O band centers, the total opacity becomes largely dominated by the continuum in the261

window region around ∼ 1000 cm−1.262

Our model of H2O spectroscopy has eight parameters: ^rot, 𝑙rot, arot, ^v−r, 𝑙v−r, av−r, ^cnt,263

𝑎. We set arot = 150 cm−1 and av−r = 1500 cm−1, and fit the remaining parameters using the264

median-smoothed H2O cross-sections shown in Figure 3 across the wavenumber range 150 cm−1
265

≤ a ≤ 1500 cm−1. The results are sensitive to the smoothing procedure, that is whether one uses266

a geometric mean or a median. Because the average transmission across a spectral band tends to267

be dominated by the most optically thin frequencies (Pierrehumbert 2010), we use a median filter.268

To perform the fits we use the non-linear least-squares algorithm scipy.optimize.curve_fit,269

with a reference temperature of 𝑇0=300 K. We first fit the parameters ^rot, 𝑙rot, ^v−r, 𝑙v−r to H2O270

line opacities only, and then use these parameters to fit ^cnt and 𝑎 to H2O cross-sections that271

include both line and continuum opacity. The resulting values are ^rot = 165m2/kg, 𝑙rot = 55 cm−1,272

^v−r = 15m2/kg, 𝑙v−r = 38 cm−1, ^cnt = 3×10−3 m2/kg and 𝑎 = 7, which broadly match the H2O fits273
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previously reported in Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler (2020). Table 1 summarizes the thermodynamic274

and spectral parameters used in this paper.275

Figure 3 compares the idealized bandmodelswith line-by-line absorption cross-sections. Overall,276

the shape of the cross-sections is captured fairlywell. ThemedianCO2 andH2Ocross-sections scale277

linearly with total pressure, as expected for pressure-broadening. The increasing H2O absorption278

in response to warming around 1000 cm−1 is also qualitatively captured by our grey continuum279

model, even though the H2O continuum itself is actually not grey.280

Figure 3 (right plots) shows that the slopes of the CO2 and H2O bands flatten as temperature281

increases, with roughly constant opacity in the band centers but increasing opacity in the band282

wings. This behavior is not captured by our simple models. Physically, absorption band slopes can283

depend on temperature due to the shifting population of different molecular excitation states. For284

example, the wings of the 667 cm−1 CO2 band consist of multiple smaller bands that correspond285

to transitions between excited states of CO2 (so-called hot bands), while the center of the CO2286

band is dominated by transitions to/from the ground state of CO2. As temperature rises more CO2287

molecules leave the ground state and access excited states, which in turn preferentially increases288

the opacity in the wings of the CO2 band. To keep our parameterizations simple, however, we do289

not attempt to model the temperature-dependence of the band slopes.290

3. Spectral Framework291

a. The emission-level approximation292

To decompose the net longwave feedback into its spectral components we first need to consider293

the outgoing longwave flux (OLR) of a vertical column. At a spectral wavenumber a, the column’s294

longwave flux varies vertically according to the monochromatic optical thickness 𝜏∗ and the angle295

cos(\) with which radiation propagates through the column. Assuming that the atmosphere’s296

longwave radiation follows a known angular distribution, e.g., isotropic, these quantities can be297

combined into the vertical coordinate 𝜏 = 𝜏∗/cos(\̄). Here cos(\̄) describes the average angle of298

propagation, and 𝜏 varies from 𝜏 = 0 at the TOA to 𝜏 = 𝜏surf at the surface (e.g. Pierrehumbert299

2010). The column’s OLR is then equal to300

OLR =

∫ ∞

0
𝜋𝐵a (𝑇𝑠)𝑒−𝜏surf 𝑑a +

∫ ∞

0

∫ 𝜏surf

0
𝜋𝐵a (𝑇 (𝜏))𝑒−𝜏 𝑑𝜏 𝑑a. (14)
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Table 1. List of parameters and, where applicable, assumed values.
Parameter name Explanation Assumed value

Thermodynamic parameters

𝑇0 Reference temperature for saturation vapor pressure power-law 300 K

𝛾wv Exponent in saturation vapor pressure power-law 18

𝛾lr Exponent in bulk lapse rate temperature-pressure power-law Computed using Eqn. 9 (Section 5), or

derived from data (Section 6)

Spectral parameters

cos( \̄) Inverse angular diffusivity factor 3/5

𝑝0 Reference pressure for absorption cross-sections 1 bar

^0 Absorption cross-section in center of CO2 band 500 m2/kg

a0 Wavenumber of the center of the CO2 band 667.5 cm−1

𝑙a Decay rate of the CO2 absorption cross-section in wavenumber space 10.2 cm−1

^rot Absorption cross-section in center of H2O rotation band 165 m2/kg

arot Wavenumber of the center of the H2O rotation band 150 cm−1

𝑙rot Decay rate of the H2O absorption cross-section in wavenumber space in the rotation band 55 cm−1

^v−r Absorption cross-section in center of H2O vibration-rotation band 15 m2/kg

av−r Wavenumber of the center of the H2O vibration-rotation band 1500 cm−1

𝑙v−r Decay rate of the H2O absorption cross-section in wavenumber space in the vibration-rotation band 38 cm−1

^rot Grey absorption cross-section of H2O continuum 3 ×10−3 m2/kg

𝑎 Exponent of H2O continuum temperature-dependence 7

Analytic model parameters

𝑇strat Stratospheric temperature 200 K

𝑐surf Scaling constant for surface feedback 0.8 (bulk lapse rate)/0.8 (moist adiabat)

𝑐H2O Scaling constant for H2O band feedback 0.6 (bulk lapse rate)/1.0 (moist adiabat)

𝑐cnt Scaling constant for H2O continuum feedback 0.4 (bulk lapse rate)/0.4 (moist adiabat)

𝑐co2 Scaling constant for CO2 band feedback 0.7 (bulk lapse rate)/0.9 (moist adiabat)

The optical thicknesses 𝜏 and 𝜏surf are functions of a, so the order of integration cannot be switched.301

Physically, the first term corresponds to the surface’s emission to space, while the second term302

corresponds to an integral of the emission coming from each vertical level in the atmosphere.303

The emission-level or radiating-level approximation states that the atmosphere’s emission to304

space (the second integral in Equation 14) originates from the vertical level at which optical305

thickness 𝜏 is order unity. The intuition behind the emission-level approximation is that levels of306

the atmosphere for which 𝜏 ≪ 1 are optically thin and do not contribute much to the TOA flux,307

while most emission from levels with 𝜏 ≫ 1 is absorbed by the overlying atmosphere and so its308

contribution to the TOA flux is also small. The emission level has been defined at slightly different309

values of 𝜏, but all definitions agree on a value of order unity (Pierrehumbert 2010; Jeevanjee310

et al. 2021b). For simplicity, we define the emission level here as the level at which 𝜏 = 1. The311

temperature at this level is then the emission level temperature, 𝑇rad ≡ 𝑇 (𝜏 = 1), so312

OLR ≈
∫ ∞

0
𝜋𝐵a (𝑇𝑠)𝑒−𝜏surf 𝑑a +

∫ ∞

0
𝜋𝐵a (𝑇rad(a)) 𝑑a. (15)
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Given the emission-level approximation, the clear-sky longwave feedback is determined by how313

the surface emission and the atmospheric emission change in response to warming,314

−_𝐿𝑊 =
𝑑OLR
𝑑𝑇𝑠

≈
∫ ∞

0
𝜋
𝑑𝐵a

𝑑𝑇
|𝑇𝑠𝑒−𝜏surf𝑑a +

∫ ∞

0
𝜋
𝑑𝐵a

𝑑𝑇
|𝑇rad

𝑑𝑇rad

𝑑𝑇𝑠
𝑑a. (16)

The minus sign ensures consistency with the sign convention used in most climate studies: OLR315

typically increases in response to surface warming, so _𝐿𝑊 < 0. Note that Equation 16 does not316

contain any terms ∝ 𝑑𝜏surf/𝑑𝑇𝑠 because the resulting contribution to change in the surface emission317

decreases with warming at exactly the same rate as the atmospheric emission increases (this can318

be seen by differentiating Eqn. 14 first before applying the emission-level approximation).319

b. Spectral feedback decomposition320

The net feedback in Equation 16 can be decomposed into multiple spectral regions or bands.321

The surface term dominates in the window region where 𝜏surf < 1 and the feedback is primarily322

a function of surface temperature 𝑇𝑠. The atmospheric emission dominates where 𝜏surf > 1, and323

its magnitude primarily depends on the derivative 𝑑𝑇rad/𝑑𝑇𝑠. As we show below, 𝑑𝑇rad/𝑑𝑇𝑠324

differs depending on the opacity source at a given wavenumber. In this work we only consider325

Earth’s dominant greenhouse gases, CO2 and H2O, where H2O’s radiative effect additionally varies326

between the H2O bands and the H2O continuum, so we split the spectral integral into four terms:327

−_𝐿𝑊 =

∫
surf

𝜋
𝑑𝐵a

𝑑𝑇
|𝑇𝑠𝑒−𝜏surf𝑑a +

∫
co2

𝜋
𝑑𝐵a

𝑑𝑇
|𝑇co2

𝑑𝑇co2

𝑑𝑇𝑠
𝑑a +∫

H2O
𝜋
𝑑𝐵a

𝑑𝑇
|𝑇H2O

𝑑𝑇H2O

𝑑𝑇𝑠
𝑑a +

∫
cnt

𝜋
𝑑𝐵a

𝑑𝑇
|𝑇cnt

𝑑𝑇cnt

𝑑𝑇𝑠
𝑑a

= −(_surf +_co2 +_H2O +_cnt), (17)

where 𝑇co2 , 𝑇H2O and 𝑇cnt are the emission temperatures in the CO2 band, the H2O band, and the328

H2O continuum respectively (the wavenumber range of each integral is discussed in Section 5a).329

Based on the emitter, we refer to the four feedback terms as the surface feedback (_surf), the CO2330

band feedback (_co2), the (non-Simpsonian) H2O band feedback (_H2O), and the H2O continuum331

feedback (_cnt).332
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Our spectral decomposition complements the conventional feedback decomposition which splits333

_𝐿𝑊 into Planck, Lapse-Rate, and Water Vapor (or Relative Humidity) feedbacks. The surface334

feedback _surf measures the OLR increase due to surface warming while keeping the atmosphere335

fixed. This term is identical to the surface contribution of the Planck feedback, or “surface kernel",336

in the conventional decomposition (Soden et al. 2008). As for the atmospheric feedback, Equation337

16 shows that it depends on the total derivative of 𝑇rad, that is, on 𝑑𝑇rad/𝑑𝑇𝑠. The conventional338

decomposition can be interpreted as splitting the total derivative 𝑑𝑇rad/𝑑𝑇𝑠 up into various partial339

derivatives (uniform warming versus lapse-rate versus water vapor changes), while using a single,340

spectrally-averaged 𝑇rad. In contrast, our decomposition splits the atmosphere’s feedback into341

three different bands, but still retains the total derivative 𝑑𝑇rad/𝑑𝑇𝑠 in each band. In principle342

our decomposition could be split further to recover the conventional decomposition. That is, one343

could further decompose 𝑑𝑇rad/𝑑𝑇𝑠 in each band into partial derivatives of 𝑇rad that correspond to344

vertically-uniform warming, lapse-rate warming, and water-vapor changes – see Jeevanjee et al.345

(2021a) for more details. Here, however, we do not pursue this approach because our analytic346

expressions are general enough to predict 𝑇rad and the total derivative 𝑑𝑇rad/𝑑𝑇𝑠.347

We use relative humidity as the state variable throughout this paper, so the analytic results are348

compatible with papers that argue for the use of relative humidity in feedback decompositions349

instead of specific humidity (Held and Shell 2012; Jeevanjee et al. 2021a). In the fixed-RH350

framework the conventional Water Vapor feedback is replaced by a Relative Humidity feedback,351

which measures the clear-sky feedback due to RH changes. It is worth noting that the RH feedback352

is small in individual climate models, and its multi-model mean is close to zero (Zelinka et al.353

2020). In the derivations below we therefore treat RH as an external parameter whose value is354

assumed constant under surface warming.355

c. Line-by-line calculations356

To calculate spectral feedbacks numerically we use a 1D line-by-line model, PyRADS (Koll and357

Cronin 2018). Themodel’s radiative transfer includes HITRAN2016 CO2 andH2O absorption data358

as well as the H2O component of the MTCKD continuum version 3.2 (Mlawer et al. 2012; Gordon359

et al. 2017). Calculations cover the spectral range 0.1-2500 cm−1 with a resolution of Δa = 0.01360

cm−1, while the vertical resolution is 50 points in log-pressure. In general the angular distribution361
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of longwave radiation cos(\̄) varies in the vertical as well as across wavenumber (Li 2000; Feng362

and Huang 2019); however, a common approximation is to assume cos(\̄) = 3/5 (Elsasser 1942),363

which is also used here.364

The 1D calculations assume the atmosphere’s temperature profile follows either amoist adiabat or365

a power law temperature-pressure profile that is consistent with our bulk lapse rate approximation.366

In both cases the troposphere is capped by a tropopause at 200 K, while the overlying stratosphere367

is isothermal at the same temperature. Relative humidity in the troposphere is vertically uniform368

while the H2O mass fraction in the stratosphere is set equal to its value at the tropopause. CO2 is369

treated as uniformly mixed in the vertical and fixed with respect to surface temperature. Because370

we are considering a wide range of surface temperatures, across which the tropopause pressure371

varies substantially, we vary the vertical grid-spacing in PyRADS: for each surface temperature,372

the model top pressure is set to a slightly lower value than the estimated tropopause pressure based373

on our bulk lapse rate formulation, which ensures the model’s top is always in the stratosphere and374

the tropopause is well resolved.375

The spectrally-resolved feedback is the difference in the spectrally-resolved outgoing longwave376

flux, OLRa, between a base state and a perturbed state with warmed surface and atmosphere,377

−_a =
OLRa (𝑇𝑠 +Δ𝑇𝑠, ®𝑇 +Δ ®𝑇) −OLRa (𝑇𝑠, ®𝑇)

Δ𝑇𝑠
. (18)

We use Δ𝑇𝑠 = 1 K, while Δ ®𝑇 denotes the atmospheric temperature perturbation caused by the378

surface warming Δ𝑇𝑠. Because relative humidity is kept fixed, the atmospheric warming ®𝑇 +Δ ®𝑇379

also implies an increase in specific humidity.380

Previous work has used various approaches to interpret line-by-line output. Seeley and Jeevanjee381

(2021) defined CO2 versus H2Obands based on the column-integrated, spectrally-smoothed optical382

thickness of CO2 and H2O. However, the behavior of H2O differs strongly between the H2O bands383

and the H2O continuum, and it is difficult to distinguish these terms based on column-integrated384

optical thicknesses. For example, the H2O continuum might have a larger integrated optical385

thickness at some wavenumber than the H2O bands, but because continuum absorption decays386

more rapidly with altitude than band absorption (^cnt ∝ 𝑒∗(𝑇) versus ^H2O ∝ 𝑝) the emission at the387

level where 𝜏 ∼ 1 could still be determined by the H2O bands.388
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Instead we first split the net feedback into its contributions from the surface versus atmosphere.389

The spectrally-resolved surface feedback is the feedback in response to surface-only warming while390

keeping the atmosphere fixed,391

−_asurf =
OLRa (𝑇𝑠 +Δ𝑇𝑠, ®𝑇) −OLRa (𝑇𝑠, ®𝑇)

Δ𝑇𝑠
. (19)

If we integrate _asurf over all wavenumbers we get the surface feedback _surf , equivalent to the392

surface kernel of Soden et al. (2008). The atmospheric feedback is equal to the difference between393

_a and _asurf ,394

−_a𝑎𝑡𝑚 =
OLRa (𝑇𝑠, ®𝑇 +Δ ®𝑇) −OLRa (𝑇𝑠, ®𝑇)

Δ𝑇𝑠
. (20)

We split _a𝑎𝑡𝑚 into different bands based on the spectrally-resolved emission pressures of CO2,395

H2O, and the H2O continuum. For each absorber PyRADS computes the optical thickness as396

a function of pressure and wavenumber, 𝜏(𝑝, a). We define the CO2 emission pressure as the397

pressure at which the optical thickness of CO2 is equal to unity,398

𝜏co2 (𝑝rad, a) = 1, (21)

which can be solved in each wavenumber bin to find 𝑝rad(a) (in practice we interpolate to find399

the pressure at which log[𝜏] = 0). The emission pressures of H2O and the H2O continuum are400

determined for each wavenumber bin in the same manner. The CO2 band feedback _co2 is then401

the integral of _a𝑎𝑡𝑚 over all wavenumbers at which CO2 has the smallest emission pressure, the402

H2O band feedback _H2O is the integral of _a𝑎𝑡𝑚 over all wavenumbers at which H2O has the403

smallest emission pressure, and so on. The spectral decomposition is recomputed each time the404

atmosphere or surface state is varied, thereby allowing us to capture the state-dependence of the405

longwave feedback not just due to changes in the atmosphere’s and surface’s emission but also due406

to changes in the width of spectral bands. We note that this approach is justified if one emitter407

clearly dominates the atmosphere’s emission at a given wavenumber, such that its emission pressure408

𝑝rad is much lower than that of any other emitters, but could be misleading if two emitters have409

very similar emission pressures. In practice, H2O and CO2 absorption cross-sections decrease410
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quasi-exponentially away from their band centers (see Section 2), which means the wavenumber411

range over which two absorbers can have a similar emission pressure is limited.412

4. Emission temperatures413

The feedbacks are set by the temperatures at the 𝜏 = 1 levels, so we seek analytic expressions for414

the emission temperatures 𝑇co2 , 𝑇H2O and 𝑇cnt. The optical thickness of a generic absorber is415

𝜏 =

∫
^𝑞

𝑑𝑝

𝑔 cos(\̄)
, (22)

where ^ is the absorption cross-section and 𝑞 is the absorber’s mass-specific concentration. We416

use this equation to derive expressions for the emission temperatures by first writing the optical417

thickness in each band as a function of atmospheric temperature, then inverting these relations to418

find the emission temperature at the 𝜏 = 1 level.419

a. CO2420

CO2 is well-mixed in the atmosphere so its mass-specific concentration 𝑞co2 is vertically uniform.421

As discussed in Section 2, its absorption cross-section depends linearly on pressure due to pressure422

broadening and can be written as ^co2 (a, 𝑝) = ^∗co2
(a) (𝑝/𝑝0), where ^∗co2

captures the wavenumber-423

dependence of the CO2 absorption cross-section, ^∗co2
∝ exp(−|a−a0 |/𝑙a), while 𝑝0 is an reference424

pressure. Because we previously chose 𝑝0 to be equal to the dry surface pressure, one can write425

^∗co2
(a) ≈ ^co2 (a, 𝑝𝑠) (the approximation is due to neglecting the mass contribution of water vapor426

to 𝑝𝑠). The optical thickness at a vertical level with temperature and pressure (𝑇, 𝑝) is then427

𝜏co2 =

∫ 𝑝

0
^∗co2

(
𝑝′

𝑝𝑠

)
𝑞co2

𝑑𝑝′

𝑔 cos(\̄)
,

=
^∗co2

2𝑔 cos(\̄)𝑝𝑠
𝑞co2 𝑝

2,

=
^∗co2

𝑝𝑠

2𝑔 cos(\̄)
𝑞co2

(
𝑝

𝑝𝑠

)2

=
^∗co2

𝑝𝑠

2𝑔 cos(\̄)
𝑞co2

(
𝑇

𝑇𝑠

)2/𝛾lr

≡ 𝜏∗co2
(a) 𝑞co2 ×

(
𝑇

𝑇𝑠

)2/𝛾lr

, (23)
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where the fourth step uses the bulk lapse rate. Note that all spectroscopic parameters as well as428

𝑝𝑠 and 𝑔 are combined into a reference optical thickness, 𝜏∗co2
(a), which encapsulates how CO2429

absorption varies with respect to wavenumber a, surface pressure 𝑝𝑠, and gravity 𝑔, but which can430

be treated as constant in response to warming.431

b. Non-Simpsonian H2O432

As for CO2, the absorption cross-section of H2O scales linearly with pressure and can be written433

as ^H2O(a, 𝑝) = ^∗H2O(a) (𝑝/𝑝𝑠). We use the Clausius-Clapeyron power law approximation to write434

the saturation specific humidity as 𝑞∗ ≈ 𝑅𝑑/𝑅𝑣 × 𝑒∗0/𝑝 × (𝑇/𝑇0)𝛾wv and the specific humidity as435

𝑞 = RH× 𝑞∗. The optical thickness of H2O at a level (𝑇, 𝑝) is then436

𝜏H2O =

∫ 𝑝

0
^∗H2O

(
𝑝′

𝑝𝑠

)
𝑞

𝑑𝑝′

𝑔 cos(\̄)
,

≈ RH
^∗H2O𝑒

∗
0

𝑔 cos(\̄)
𝑅𝑑

𝑅𝑣

×
∫ 𝑝

0

(
𝑝′

𝑝𝑠

) (
𝑇 ′

𝑇0

)𝛾wv 𝑑𝑝′

𝑝′

= RH
^∗H2O𝑒

∗
0

𝑔 cos(\̄)
𝑅𝑑

𝑅𝑣

×
∫ 𝑇

0

(
𝑇 ′

𝑇𝑠

)1/𝛾lr (𝑇 ′

𝑇0

)𝛾wv 1
𝛾lr

𝑑𝑇 ′

𝑇 ′

= RH
^∗H2O𝑒

∗
0

𝑔 cos(\̄)
𝑅𝑑

𝑅𝑣

1
𝛾lr

(
𝑇0

𝑇𝑠

)1/𝛾lr

×
∫ 𝑇

0

(
𝑇 ′

𝑇0

)𝛾wv+ 1
𝛾lr 𝑑𝑇 ′

𝑇 ′

= RH
^∗H2O𝑒

∗
0

𝑔 cos(\̄)
𝑅𝑑

𝑅𝑣

1
1+𝛾wv𝛾lr

×
(
𝑇

𝑇0

) 1+𝛾wv𝛾lr
𝛾lr

(
𝑇0

𝑇𝑠

)1/𝛾lr

≡ RH 𝜏∗H2O(a)
1

1+𝛾wv𝛾lr
×

(
𝑇

𝑇0

) 1+𝛾wv𝛾lr
𝛾lr

(
𝑇0

𝑇𝑠

)1/𝛾lr

. (24)

where the second step uses the Clausius-Clapeyron power law and also replaces the water vapor437

concentration in the stratosphere with the water vapor concentration of a moist adiabat that extends438

all the way to the top-of-atmosphere. We again define a reference optical thickness, 𝜏∗H2O(a), which439

encapsulates how H2O band absorption varies with respect to wavenumber a, and gravity 𝑔, but440

which is independent of temperature.441

c. H2𝑂 Continuum442

Absorption by the H2O continuum strengthens in response to increasing water vapor concen-443

trations and weakens in response to warming, ^H2O,cnt = ^cnt ×RH 𝑒∗(𝑇)/𝑒∗(𝑇0) × (𝑇/𝑇0)−𝑎. The444
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optical thickness of the continuum is then445

𝜏cnt = RH
∫ 𝑝

0
^cnt

𝑒∗(𝑇 ′)
𝑒∗(𝑇0)

(
𝑇 ′

𝑇0

)−𝑎
𝑞

𝑑𝑝′

𝑔 cos(\̄)
,

≈ RH2 ^cnt𝑒
∗
0

𝑔 cos(\̄)
𝑅𝑑

𝑅𝑣

×
∫ 𝑇

0

(
𝑇 ′

𝑇0

)2𝛾wv−𝑎 𝑑𝑝′

𝑝
,

= RH2 ^cnt𝑒
∗
0

𝑔 cos(\̄)
𝑅𝑑

𝑅𝑣

×
∫ 𝑇

0

(
𝑇 ′

𝑇0

)2𝛾wv−𝑎 1
𝛾lr

𝑑𝑇 ′

𝑇 ′ ,

= RH2 ^cnt𝑒
∗
0

𝑔 cos(\̄)
𝑅𝑑

𝑅𝑣

1
(2𝛾wv − 𝑎)𝛾lr

×
(
𝑇

𝑇0

)2𝛾wv−𝑎
,

≡ RH2 𝜏∗cnt
1

(2𝛾wv − 𝑎)𝛾lr
×

(
𝑇

𝑇0

)2𝛾wv−𝑎
, (25)

where the second and third steps make the same assumptions as the derivation for the H2O band.446

Here the reference optical thickness, 𝜏∗cnt encapsulates how the H2O self-continuum varies with447

respect to gravity 𝑔 but has no dependence on wavenumber or temperature.448

d. Emission temperatures449

By setting 𝜏 = 1 and inverting the above relations, we arrive at the emission temperatures in the450

CO2 band, the H2O band and the H2O self-continuum:451

𝑇co2 = 𝑇𝑠

(
1

𝜏∗co2 (a)𝑞co2

)𝛾lr/2
(26a)

𝑇H2O = 𝑇0

(
1+𝛾wv𝛾lr

𝜏∗H2O(a)RH

) 𝛾lr
1+𝛾wv𝛾𝑙𝑟 (

𝑇𝑠

𝑇0

) 1
1+𝛾wv𝛾𝑙𝑟

(26b)

𝑇cnt = 𝑇0

(
(2𝛾wv − 𝑎)𝛾lr

𝜏∗cntRH2

) 1
2𝛾wv−𝑎

. (26c)

To interpret these emission temperatures, consider whether a given emitter stabilizes or destabi-452

lizes Earth’s climate. For CO2 it is easy to see that the feedback is always stabilizing. Ignoring453

lapse rate changes we have 𝑇co2 ∝ 𝑇𝑠, so 𝑑𝑇co2/𝑑𝑇𝑠 > 0. More intuitively, the optical thickness of454
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CO2 can be written as455

𝜏co2 ∝
(
𝑇

𝑇𝑠

)2/𝛾lr

=

(
𝑝

𝑝𝑠

)2
. (27)

The emission level of CO2 is therefore a fixed function of pressure at a given atmospheric CO2456

concentration. Given that the atmosphere’s temperature at a fixed pressure level always increases457

in response to surface warming, 𝑇co2 also has to increase under warming. This effect can be thought458

of as a spectral radiator fin, and is also valid if the lapse rate 𝛾lr varies under surface warming. It459

implies that even if the atmosphere stops emitting more at all other wavenumbers, so 𝑑𝑇rad/𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 0460

outside the CO2 band, the presence of CO2 still allows the atmosphere to shed more energy to461

space in response to surface warming (Seeley and Jeevanjee 2021).462

Next, our expressions suggest that the feedback from H2O is small and, to first order, might463

be negligible. Equation 26b shows 𝑇H2O ∝ 𝑇
1/(1+𝛾wv𝛾lr)
𝑠 , where representative values for Earth’s464

tropics are 𝛾wv ∼ 20 and 𝛾lr ∼ 1/7, so the H2O emission temperature only depends weakly on465

surface temperature, 𝑇H2O ∝ 𝑇
1/4
𝑠 . This small exponent is closely related to Simpson’s “paradox"466

(Ingram 2010) or Simpson’s “law" (Jeevanjee et al. 2021a), which state that 𝑇H2O is approximately467

independent of surface temperature. In the limit 𝛾wv𝛾lr = 𝑑 ln𝑒∗/𝑑 ln 𝑝 ≫ 1, that is, if water vapor468

increases much faster in the vertical than the total atmospheric mass, then469

𝑇H2O ≈ 𝑇0

(
𝛾wv𝛾lr

𝜏∗H2O(a)𝑅𝐻

) 1
𝛾wv

, (28)

and 𝑇H2O ceases to depend on 𝑇𝑠. If the lapse rate is also independent of 𝑇𝑠 we recover Simpon’s470

law:471

𝑑𝑇H2O

𝑑𝑇𝑠
≈ 0. (29)

In reality, however, water vapor dominates much of the spectrum so even minor deviations from472

Simpson’s law can have a notable impact on the longwave feedback. Deviations arise because the473

H2O optical thickness is sensitive to pressure broadening and because changes in 𝛾lr modify the474

total water vapor path inside the atmospheric column. For present-day Earth the net impact of these475
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changes is to increase the H2O emission temperature under surface warming: since 𝑇H2O ∝ 𝑇
1/4
𝑠 , it476

follows that 𝑑𝑇H2O/𝑑𝑇𝑠 > 0, which means the H2O bands tend to stabilize Earth’s climate.477

Finally, 𝑇cnt has no direct dependence on surface temperature, but is sensitive to lapse rate478

changes. If we take the continuum’s emission temperature (Eqn. 26c), and assume that the direct479

temperature-dependence of the continuum 𝑎 ∼ 7 is much smaller than its temperature-dependence480

due to the Clausius-Clapeyron relation, 2𝛾wv ∼ 40, we have481

𝑇cnt ∝ 𝑇0 × [𝛾lr]1/(2𝛾wv) . (30)

Because the lapse rate 𝛾lr decreases under surface warming we have 𝑑𝑇cnt/𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 𝑑𝑇cnt/𝑑𝛾lr ×482

𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠 < 0. Physically, this effect can be understood by considering the impact of 𝛾lr on the483

atmosphere’s total water vapor path. If one decreases the lapse rate 𝛾lr while keeping 𝑇𝑠 fixed,484

the atmospheric column warms and thus can store more water vapor. To still maintain an optical485

thickness of unity then requires that the continuum’s emission level moves to colder temperatures.486

Our expressions thus predict that the H2O continuum gives rise to a destabilizing feedback.487

e. Comparison against LBL calculations488

Equations 26a - 26c predict how Earth’s emission temperature varies in response to changes in489

𝑇𝑠, 𝑞co2 , 𝛾lr and RH. To test these equations we perform four sets of numerical experiments with490

PyRADS in which we variously change 𝑇𝑠, 𝑞co2 , 𝛾lr, and RH while holding the other parameters491

fixed. The default values are 𝑇𝑠 = 290 K, 400 ppm of CO2, 𝛾lr = 2/7, and RH = 0.8. To match492

our underlying assumptions we assume a bulk tropospheric lapse rate, so 𝑇 = 𝑇𝑠 (𝑝/𝑝𝑠)𝛾lr , which493

means the temperature profile differs from an adiabat if 𝛾lr < 2/7. The troposphere is capped by494

an isothermal stratosphere which is kept fixed at 𝑇strat = 200 K. Note that in Equations 26a - 26c495

the dependence on wavenumber only enters through the reference optical thicknesses 𝜏∗co2
, 𝜏∗H2O,496

and 𝜏∗cnt, which are evaluated using the cross-sections from Section 2. Because the cross-sections497

were fit independently, the analytic 𝑇rad expressions do not contain any free tuning parameters.498

To compare the analytic results against line-by-line calculations we first numerically compute the499

top-of-atmosphere spectral flux OLRa for a given set of (𝑇𝑠, 𝑞co2 , 𝛾lr, RH). We then smooth OLRa500

with a median filter of width 50 cm−1, before inverting it using the Planck function to find the501
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atmosphere’s emission temperature (also known as brightness temperature) at a given wavenumber.502

Finally, we combine our analytic expressions into a single emission temperature via503

𝑇rad = max
[
𝑇strat,min

[
𝑇𝑠,𝑇co2 ,𝑇H2O,𝑇cnt

] ]
, (31)

to compare directly with temperatures from line-by-line calculations.504

Figure 4 demonstrates that the analytic results compare favorably against numerical calculations.509

Even though the analytic 𝑇rad shapes are idealized compared to the numerical calculations, the510

overall response of 𝑇rad to perturbations is captured well. First, increasing CO2 concentration511

lowers 𝑇rad around 667 cm−1, which corresponds to the wings of the CO2 band. This is simply a512

spectrally resolved view of how increasing CO2 acts as a radiative forcing (Jeevanjee et al. 2021b).513

Second, warming the surface while keeping all other parameters fixed has multiple effects. The514

main impact is to increase the emission temperature in the window region between ∼ 800 and 1200515

cm−1. In addition there are secondary impacts: surface warming also shrinks the width of the CO2516

band and slightly increases the emission temperature in the H2O bands below 600 cm−1 and above517

1300 cm−1 (this latter effect is hard to see in Figure 4). The increased emission in the H2O bands518

shows that Simpson’s law in Equation 29 is not exact, an effect that is captured by our analytic519

expressions. Third, reducing the lapse rate 𝛾lr preserves the width of the CO2 band, but it flattens520

the steepness of its slopes and increases the emission temperature in the center of the band. In the521

H2O bands, a smaller 𝛾lr while keeping 𝑇𝑠 fixed also leads to a non-Simpsonian increase of the522

emission temperature in the H2O bands. In contrast to the H2O bands, the emission temperature523

of the H2O continuum around 1000 cm−1 decreases as 𝛾lr is reduced. As discussed above, this is524

because the atmospheric water path increases with a smaller 𝛾lr, which reduces 𝑇cnt. The feedback525

of the H2O continuum therefore has the opposite sign as the H2O bands, in line with the analytic526

results. Finally, reducing the relative humidity increases 𝑇rad in all regions dominated by water527

vapor, both in the H2O bands below 600 cm−1/above 1300 cm−1 and in the H2O continuum around528

1000 cm−1, while the CO2 band is unaffected.529

Overall, Figure 4 underlines that comparatively simple physics is sufficient to explain the530

spectrally-resolved response of 𝑇rad to different climate perturbations. To connect Figure 4 back531

to the total clear-sky longwave feedback we only need to consider how these changes in 𝑇rad play532
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Fig. 4. Analytic emission temperatures (dashed), compared against numerical line-by-line results smoothed

with a median filter of width 50 cm−1. Large rows show the entire infrared spectrum, small rows are zoomed

in on the CO2 band. The y-axes are flipped so that emission temperature decreases going up, the same way

temperature decreases with altitude in Earth’s atmosphere.
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out once we average them into spectral bands, and how multiple bands add up to determine the net533

longwave feedback.534

5. Analytic Feedbacks535

Having derived expressions for the emission temperature in different parts of the LW spectrum,536

and verified these expressions against line-by-line calculations, we can now derive analytic expres-537

sions for the four spectral feedbacks: _surf , _co2 , _H2O and _cnt. Above each spectral feedback was538

defined as an integral over a wavenumber range (Eqn. 17), but the wavenumber ranges were not539

further specified. We therefore first define and estimate the width of the different spectral bands.540

a. Band widths541
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Fig. 5. Illustration of spectral band widths. The emission temperature is equal to the emission temperature of

whichever emitter is coldest, 𝑇rad = min[𝑇co2 ,𝑇H2O,𝑇cnt,𝑇𝑠], or the stratospheric temperature. Left: Lines show

the analytic 𝑇rad (solid) and surface temperature 𝑇𝑠 (dashed), while colored regions illustrate which emitters

dominate in which band. The calculation shown uses T𝑠=260 K, RH = 0.8, and 400ppm of CO2. Right:

Band widths as a function of surface temperature, numerically calculated based on our emission temperature

expressions. Here ΔaH2O refers only to the rotational band at wavenumbers lower than 1000 cm−1. The jumps at

∼280 K, ∼295 K and ∼325 K occur when the H2O band starts intersecting the CO2 band; when the continuum

becomes opaque; and when the continuum becomes opaque on the left side of the CO2 band, at wavenumbers

less than about 600 cm−1, respectively.
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We define an absorption band as the spectral range in which a given absorber has the coldest551

emission temperature compared to all other absorbers (this is equivalent to the highest-altitude552

emission level), and thus dominates the column’s emission to space. For example, the CO2 band553

is defined as all wavenumbers in which 𝑇co2 < min[𝑇H2O,𝑇cnt,𝑇𝑠], as illustrated in Figure 5a. The554

width of the CO2 band can then be computed from the two wavenumbers a𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 which define the555

edges of the CO2 band, which is where the emission temperature of CO2 is equal to the emission556

temperatures of its neighboring absorbers: 𝑇co2 (a𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒) = min[𝑇H2O(a𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒),𝑇cnt,𝑇𝑠].557

1) CO2 band width558

To estimate the width of the CO2 band we consider three situations: (1) the CO2 concentration559

𝑞co2 is so low that even in the center of the CO2 band the optical thickness is less than one; (2) a dry560

atmosphere in which there is no overlap between CO2 and H2O bands; and (3) a moist atmosphere561

in which there is some overlap between CO2 and H2O.562

First, at very low CO2 concentrations the band width of CO2 is simply equal to zero. From the563

optical thickness of CO2 (Eqn. 23), the column-integrated optical thickness in the middle of the564

CO2 band is equal to 𝜏co2 (a0,𝑇𝑠) = 𝑞co2𝜏
∗
co2

(a0) so this occurs when565

Δaco2 = 0, if 𝑞co2𝜏
∗
co2

(a0) < 1. (32)

As a representative value, we evaluate 𝜏∗co2
(a0) using ^0 = 500 m2 kg−1 from Section 2c. We find566

that the middle of the CO2 band becomes optically thick above a CO2 concentration of ∼ 0.2 ppm.567

Note this value is only approximate, as our idealized band model deviates from real CO2 absorption568

cross-section in the middle of the CO2 band (see Fig. 3).569

Second, at non-negligible CO2 concentrations and low water vapor concentrations, CO2-H2O570

overlap is negligible. Physically, this occurs either when the surface temperature is cold or the571

relative humidity is low; for simplicity we refer to this as the “cold" regime. In this regime the572

edge of the CO2 band can be defined as the wavenumber a𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑 at which 𝑇co2 intersects with the573

surface temperature 𝑇𝑠, 𝑇co2 (a𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑) = 𝑇𝑠. The emission temperature of CO2 is equal to 𝑇co2 = 𝑇𝑠 ×574

(𝜏∗co2
𝑞co2)−𝛾lr/2 (Eqn. 26a), while ourmodel of CO2 spectroscopy states 𝜏co2 (a)∗ ∝ exp(−|a−a0 |/𝑙a)575
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(Eqn. 11). Combining the two equations yields576

a𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑 = a0 ± 𝑙a log
(
𝑞co2𝜏

∗
co2

(a0)
)
, (33)

where 𝜏∗co2
(a0) = ^0(a0)𝑝𝑠/(2𝑔) is the reference optical thickness in the center of the CO2 band.577

The overall width of the CO2 band in the cold regime is therefore578

Δa𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑co2
= 2𝑙a log

(
𝑞co2𝜏

∗
co2

(a0)
)
. (34)

To estimate the order of magnitude of Δa𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑co2
we again use ^0 = 500 m2 kg−1 and a 𝑞co2 that579

corresponds to 400ppm of CO2. The optical thickness in the center of the CO2 band is 𝜏∗co2
(a0) ∼580

2600. This large optical thickness decreases exponentially with wavenumber away from a0, so that581

𝑇co2 = 𝑇𝑠 only ∼ 80 cm−1 away from a0. Because CO2’s band shape is symmetric about a0, the582

present-day CO2 band width is thus roughly 160 cm−1.583

Third, at high water vapor concentrations, surface emission is replaced by H2O emission. Phys-584

ically, this occurs either when the surface temperature is hot and/or relative humidity is high; for585

simplicity we refer to this as the “hot" regime. In this regime we solve the CO2 band width as586

𝑇co2 (aℎ𝑜𝑡) = 𝑇H2O(aℎ𝑜𝑡). Because the CO2 band decays much faster with wavenumber away from587

its band center than the H2O band does (𝑙a ∼ 10 cm−1 versus 𝑙rot ∼ 55 cm−1; see Table 1) we further588

approximate 𝑇H2O as constant across the CO2 band and equal to its value in the CO2 band center589

𝑇H2O(a) ≈ 𝑇H2O(a0). Combining the emission temperature of CO2 (Eqn. 26a) with our model of590

CO2 spectroscopy (Eqn. 11),591

aℎ𝑜𝑡 = a0 ± 𝑙a log

[
𝑞co2𝜏

∗
co2

(a0)
(
𝑇H2O(a0)

𝑇𝑠

) 2
𝛾lr

]
, (35)

where the emission temperature of H2O can be evaluated using Eqn. 26b. Physically speaking,592

the H2O emission temperature is colder than the surface, 𝑇H2O(a0)/𝑇𝑠 < 1, so our model correctly593

captures the fact that H2O-CO2 overlap decreases the width of the CO2 band. Taking into account594
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all three regimes, the overall width of the CO2 band is therefore595

Δaco2 =


0, if 𝑞co2𝜏

∗
co2

(a0) < 1

2×min
(
aℎ𝑜𝑡 − a0, a

𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑 − a0
)
, if 𝑞co2𝜏

∗
co2

(a0) ≥ 1.
(36)

2) H2O band width596

To determine the width of the H2O band the potential overlap with CO2 matters less because the597

CO2 band is too narrow to block a significant portion of the emission by H2O (at present-day CO2598

concentrations). However, at high water vapor concentrations, competition between the H2O bands599

and the H2O continuum becomes important, so we again consider a “cold" and a “hot" regime. At600

lowwater vapor concentrations (physically, at cold temperature or low relative humidity) continuum601

absorption is negligible and we solve 𝑇H2O(a𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑) = 𝑇𝑠. Combining the emission temperature of602

H2O (Eqn. 26b) with our H2O band model (Eqn. 12), this leads to603

a𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑𝐿 = arot + 𝑙rot log
(
RH𝜏∗rot(arot)
1+𝛾wv𝛾lr

(
𝑇𝑠

𝑇0

)𝛾wv)
, (37a)

a𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑅 = av−r − 𝑙v−r log
(
RH𝜏∗v−r(av−r)

1+𝛾wv𝛾lr

(
𝑇𝑠

𝑇0

)𝛾wv)
, (37b)

where a𝐿 is the left edge of the window below ∼ 1000 cm−1, and a𝑅 is the right edge of the604

window above ∼ 1000 cm−1 (see Figure 5). The two H2O bands have different spectral slopes, and605

subscript “rot" denotes quantities that are related to the rotational H2O band at wavenumbers below606

1000 cm−1 while subscript “v-r" denotes quantities related to the vibrational-rotational H2O band at607

wavenumbers above 1000 cm−1 (see Section 2). At high water vapor concentrations, the continuum608

cuts off emission from the surface so the H2O band edge aℎ𝑜𝑡 is determined by 𝑇H2O(aℎ𝑜𝑡) = 𝑇cnt.609

Using the emission temperature of H2O (Eqn. 26b) and our H2O band model, we find610

aℎ𝑜𝑡𝐿 = arot + 𝑙rot log

RH𝜏∗rot(arot)
1+𝛾wv𝛾lr

(
𝑇0

𝑇𝑠

)1/𝛾lr (𝑇cnt

𝑇0

) 1+𝛾wv𝛾lr
𝛾lr

 , (38a)

aℎ𝑜𝑡𝑅 = av−r − 𝑙v−r log

RH𝜏∗v−r(av−r)

1+𝛾wv𝛾lr

(
𝑇0

𝑇𝑠

)1/𝛾lr (𝑇cnt

𝑇0

) 1+𝛾wv𝛾lr
𝛾lr

 , (38b)
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where the continuum emission temperature is given by Eqn. 26c. Combining both regimes, the611

window width due to H2O absorption is therefore612

Δasurf (𝑇𝑠,RH, 𝛾lr) = a𝑅 − a𝐿

= max(a𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑅 , aℎ𝑜𝑡𝑅 ) −min(a𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑𝐿 , aℎ𝑜𝑡𝐿 ). (39)

Similar to the CO2 band width, Equations 37 and 38 become invalid at very lowRH or𝑇𝑠 because in613

those situations H2O ceases to be optically thick at all wavenumbers (mathematically, this happens614

when RH or 𝑇𝑠 become small enough that the logarithms in Eqns. 37 and 38 change sign). We do615

not consider the limit RH → 0 in this paper, but care should be taken when applying our results to616

extremely dry or cold atmospheres.617

Finally, our feedback expression for the H2O band feedback requires us to separately specify the618

width of the rotational H2O band below 1000 cm−1. This width can be estimated by assuming619

that the rotational band always extends from 0 cm−1 to the left edge of the window region a𝐿620

(see Figure 5). Doing so presumes that H2O is always optically thick at low wavenumbers around621

a = 0 cm−1. While this assumption again breaks down in very cold or dry climates (the maximum622

absorption in the rotational band occurs around a ∼ 150 cm−1, not 0 cm−1, so low wavenumbers623

could become optically thin even if the band center is still optically thick), in those climates the624

H2O band feedback becomes negligible relative to the surface anyway. The width of the rotational625

H2O band is then626

ΔaH2O(𝑇𝑠,RH, 𝛾lr) ≈ a𝐿 −0 = min(a𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑𝐿 , aℎ𝑜𝑡𝐿 ), (40)

where the wavenumber a𝐿 denotes the left edge of the surface window (see above), as well as the627

right edge of the rotational H2O band.628

b. Surface Feedback629

The surface feedback is given by630

−_surf =

∫
surf

𝜋
𝑑𝐵a

𝑑𝑇
|𝑇𝑠𝑒−𝜏surf𝑑a. (41)
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The column-integrated optical thickness at a single frequency is the sum over all absorbers at631

that frequency, 𝜏surf (a) = 𝜏H2O(a) + 𝜏co2 (a) + 𝜏cnt. However, the optical thickness of H2O and CO2632

drops off exponentially as a function of wavenumber away from their band centers. Thus most633

frequencies are either so optically thick with respect to H2O and CO2 that all surface radiation is634

absorbed by the atmosphere (and hence does not contribute to the surface feedback), or so optically635

thin that we can ignore H2O and CO2. Inside the window we therefore only consider absorption636

by the grey continuum, 𝜏surf ≈ 𝜏cnt, while the H2O and CO2 bands primarily set the width of the637

window.638

To determine thewidth of thewindowwe first consider an atmospherewithout CO2. As discussed639

above, in this case the window region is set the H2O bands, with a𝐿 denoting the left window edge640

around ∼ 700 cm−1 and a𝑅 the right window edge around ∼ 1200 cm−1. The H2O continuum is641

grey and so can be taken out of the spectral integral,642

−_surf ≈ 𝑒−𝜏cnt (𝑇𝑠)
∫ a𝑅

a𝐿

𝜋
𝑑𝐵a

𝑑𝑇
|𝑇𝑠𝑑a.

We approximate the integral by treating the Planck function derivative as constant with respect643

to wavenumber, evaluated at the central wavenumber ã of the window region, so
∫
𝑑𝐵a/𝑑𝑇𝑑a ∝644

𝑑𝐵ã/𝑑𝑇 ×Δa. In reality the Planck derivative is not constant with wavenumber, so our approxima-645

tion should only be treated as a scaling which we account for by including a scaling constant 𝑐surf .646

The magnitude of 𝑐surf is further discussed below. The result is647

−_surf ≈ 𝑐surf × 𝜋
𝑑𝐵ã

𝑑𝑇
|𝑇𝑠 𝑒−𝜏cnt (𝑇𝑠) Δasurf ,

where Δasurf = a𝑅 − a𝐿 is the window region width due to H2O band absorption (see Eqn. 39), and648

we determine the central wavenumber of the window as ã = (a𝑅 + a𝐿)/2.649

Next, we add the effect of CO2-surface spectral blocking. Even if the atmosphere contained no650

water vapor whatsoever, part of the surface’s emission would still be absorbed by CO2 and thus651

have no effect on the TOA feedback. We account for the potential overlap between the surface and652

CO2 by simply subtracting the CO2 band width from the H2O-only window width,653

Δãsurf = max
[
0,Δasurf (𝑇𝑠,RH, 𝛾lr) −Δaco2 (𝑞co2)

]
, (42)
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where Δaco2 is defined above (Eqn. 36) and the tilde distinguishes the window width here from the654

H2O-only window width. Our final expression for the surface feedback is thus655

−_surf ≈ 𝑐surf × 𝜋
𝑑𝐵ã

𝑑𝑇
|𝑇𝑠 𝑒−𝜏cnt (𝑇𝑠) Δãsurf . (43)

c. H2O band feedback656

The H2O band feedback is given by657

−_H2O =

∫
H2O

𝜋
𝑑𝐵a

𝑑𝑇
|𝑇H2O

𝑑𝑇H2O

𝑑𝑇𝑠
𝑑a. (44)

As sketched in Figure 5, we consider the rotational H2O band as ranging from a ≈ 0 to the left658

edge of the window, a𝐿 . We do not consider the potential feedback from the vibration-rotation659

band at wavenumbers higher than ∼ 1250 cm−1 and, for purposes of the H2O band feedback, also660

ignore CO2-H2O overlap effects.661

The derivative of 𝑇H2O can be solved analytically. If water vapor behaved strictly according to662

Simpson’s law then 𝑑𝑇H2O/𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 0 and the H2O band feedback would be zero. Simpson’s law is663

only an approximation, however, so664

𝑑𝑇H2O

𝑑𝑇𝑠
=

𝜕𝑇H2O

𝜕𝑇𝑠
+
𝜕𝑇H2O

𝜕𝛾lr

𝑑𝛾lr

𝑑𝑇𝑠

=
1

1+𝛾wv𝛾lr

𝑇H2O

𝑇𝑠
+

𝛾wv𝛾lr −𝛾wv log
(
𝑇𝑠
𝑇0

)
+ log

(
1+𝛾wv𝛾lr

RH𝜏∗0

)
(1+𝛾wv𝛾lr)2 𝑇H2O × 𝑑𝛾lr

𝑑𝑇𝑠
. (45)

One could also explicitly write out the lapse rate derivative 𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠, but the resulting expressions665

are long and do not lead to additional physical insight, so in practice we evaluate 𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠 numer-666

ically. To estimate a typical value for 𝑑𝑇H2O/𝑑𝑇𝑠 we ignore lapse rate changes, that is, the second667

term inEquation 45. Assuming values representative of Earth’s tropics, 1+𝛾wv𝛾lr = 1+1/7×20∼ 4,668

and representative temperatures 𝑇H2O ∼ 240 K (see Figure 4) and 𝑇𝑠 ∼ 300 K, a characteristic value669
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for 𝑑𝑇H2O/𝑑𝑇𝑠 is thus670

𝑑𝑇H2O

𝑑𝑇𝑠
∼ 1

4
× 240

300
=

1
5
, (46)

in line with the numerical results of Jeevanjee et al. (2021a).671

Next, we treat the H2O band feedback similar to the surface feedback. We assume the integrand672

of the spectral feedback integral is approximately constant with respect to wavenumber, and equal673

to its value at a central frequency ã. The feedback is then674

−_H2O =

∫ a𝐿

0
𝜋
𝑑𝐵a

𝑑𝑇
|𝑇H2O

𝑑𝑇H2O

𝑑𝑇𝑠
𝑑a

≈ 𝑐H2O × 𝜋
𝑑𝐵ã

𝑑𝑇

����
𝑇H2O (ã)

×
𝑑𝑇H2O

𝑑𝑇𝑠

����
ã

×ΔaH2O, (47)

where ΔaH2O = a𝐿 is the width of the H2O band, ã = a𝐿/2 is the central wavenumber of the H2O675

band, and 𝑐H2O is again a scaling constant to account for the fact that we are replacing a spectral676

integral with simple multiplication.677

d. H2O continuum feedback678

The H2O continuum feedback is679

−_cnt =

∫
cnt

𝜋
𝑑𝐵a

𝑑𝑇
|𝑇cnt

𝑑𝑇cnt

𝑑𝑇𝑠
𝑑a. (48)

We apply the same logic as for the surface and H2O band feedbacks. The derivative 𝑑𝑇cnt/𝑑𝑇𝑠680

can be solved for analytically: 𝑇cnt has no dependence on 𝑇𝑠 other than through lapse rate changes,681

so682

𝑑𝑇cnt

𝑑𝑇𝑠
=

𝜕𝑇cnt

𝜕𝛾lr

𝑑𝛾lr

𝑑𝑇𝑠

=
𝑇cnt

𝛾lr(2𝛾wv − 𝑎)
𝑑𝛾lr

𝑑𝑇𝑠
. (49)

One important difference between the continuum and the other feedbacks is that the continuum683

is transparent across all wavenumbers at low surface temperatures, and only becomes optically684
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thick at high surface temperatures. We approximate the continuum’s emissivity as 1− 𝑒−𝜏cnt , which685

correctly captures the limiting behavior of an emitter at small and large optical thickness (𝜏cnt ≪ 1686

versus 𝜏cnt ≫ 1). The continuum can only dominate the atmosphere’s emission at wavenumbers at687

which CO2 and H2O absorption are weak, so we set the effective width of the continuum equal to688

the width of the window region Δãsurf , defined above. The continuum feedback is then689

−_cnt =

∫
cnt

𝜋
𝑑𝐵a

𝑑𝑇
|𝑇cnt

𝑑𝑇cnt

𝑑𝑇𝑠
𝑑a

≈ 𝑐cnt × 𝜋
𝑑𝐵ã

𝑑𝑇
|𝑇cnt ×

𝑑𝑇cnt

𝑑𝑇𝑠
×Δãsurf (1− 𝑒−𝜏cnt) (50)

where 𝑐cnt is again a scaling constant. The sign of _cnt is positive because the bulk lapse rate690

decreases with warming, 𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠 < 0. As discussed above, this means the H2O continuum acts691

as a positive/destabilizing feedback and has the opposite sign of the negative/stabilizing H2O band692

feedback.693

e. CO2 band feedback694
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Wavenumber𝜈cold 𝜈hot𝜈0

𝛑B𝜈(Thot)

𝛑B𝜈(Tcold)

OLRCO2

a) Cold and temperate climates: CO2 center radiates 
from stratosphere 
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𝛑B𝜈(Thot)
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OLRCO2

b) Hot climates: CO2 center radiates 
from troposphere 

Fig. 6. A CO2 “ditch" model: the CO2 band emits 𝜋𝐵a (𝑇cold) in its center, its flanks emit 𝜋𝐵a (𝑇hot), and the

slopes in-between are approximated as linear and symmetric. Shaded blue area is the OLR contribution from the

CO2 band. Left: In cold climates or at high CO2 abundances the CO2 band center radiates from the stratosphere.

Right: In hot climates or at low CO2 abundances the CO2 band center radiates from the troposphere.
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696

697

698

Next, we consider the CO2 feedback. Unlike the H2Oband and continuum, however, the emission699

temperature of CO2 varies strongly with wavenumber, which makes it difficult to approximate the700
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CO2 feedback integral via simple multiplication. Instead we introduce an idealized CO2 "ditch"701

model, illustrated in Figure 6. Our approach is closely related to the CO2 forcing models of702

Wilson and Gea-Banacloche (2012) and Jeevanjee et al. (2021b) – in Appendix A we show that703

our ditch model can also be used to rederive the results of those previous studies, underlining the704

close relationship between forcing and feedbacks.705

We approximate the CO2 band as symmetric around the central frequency a0 = 667 cm−1. The706

center of the band emits 𝜋𝐵a (𝑇cold) while outside the band the emission is 𝜋𝐵a (𝑇hot). Here 𝑇cold707

and 𝑇hot are cold and hot emission temperatures, while ahot and acold denote the edges of the CO2708

ditch. At low and moderate surface temperatures the CO2 band center around 667 cm−1 radiates709

from the stratosphere, so 𝑇cold is equal to the stratospheric temperature. However, this situation710

is no longer true at high surface temperatures. Physically, the tropopause rises as the surface711

warms, so if one warms the surface while holding CO2 concentration fixed (this is implicit in the712

definition of a climate feedback), parts of the CO2 band that were previously in the stratosphere713

have to start radiating from the troposphere. Eventually, even the CO2 band center radiates from714

the troposphere so the rectangular CO2 ditch turns into a triangular trough (see Fig. 6b). Here we715

leave our expressions general to allow for either situation.716

The CO2 band is relatively narrow, so we can neglect the wavenumber-dependence of the Planck717

function and evaluate it at the center of the CO2 band, 𝜋𝐵a (𝑇) ≈ 𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇). Treating the slopes of718

the CO2 ditch as piecewise-linear, the OLR from the CO2 band is then simply the blue area under719

the ditch in Figure 6a,720

OLRco2 = 2
∫ ahot

a0

𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇co2)𝑑a

=
[
𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇hot) + 𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇cold)

]
(ahot − acold) +2𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇cold) (acold − a0). (51)

The OLR change in response to some climate perturbation is721

ΔOLRco2 = OLR′
co2

−OLRco2

=
[
𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇 ′

hot) + 𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇 ′
cold)

]
(a′hot − a′cold) −

[
𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇hot) + 𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇cold)

]
(ahot − acold) +

2𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇 ′
cold) (a

′
cold − a0) −2𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇cold) (acold − a0), (52)
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where primes indicate perturbed variables. For the CO2 band feedback the relevant perturbation is722

a change in surface temperature Δ𝑇𝑠, while for the forcing the relevant perturbation is a change in723

𝑞co2 (see Appendix A). If Δ𝑇𝑠 is small enough we can series expand and drop higher-order terms.724

For example, the perturbation of the emission at the CO2 band edge is725

𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇 ′
hot) = 𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇hot) + 𝜋

𝑑𝐵a0

𝑑𝑇
|𝑇hot

𝑑𝑇hot

𝑑𝑇𝑠
Δ𝑇𝑠,

with similar expressions for 𝑇 ′
cold, a

′
cold, and a

′
cold. Plugging back into Equation 52, the feedback of726

the CO2 ditch is727

−_co2 = lim
Δ𝑇𝑠→0

ΔOLRco2

Δ𝑇𝑠

=

[
𝜋
𝑑𝐵a0

𝑑𝑇

����
𝑇hot

𝑑𝑇hot

𝑑𝑇𝑠
+ 𝜋

𝑑𝐵a0

𝑑𝑇

����
𝑇cold

𝑑𝑇cold

𝑑𝑇𝑠

]
(ahot − acold)

+
[
𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇hot) + 𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇cold)

] (
𝑑ahot

𝑑𝑇𝑠
− 𝑑acold

𝑑𝑇𝑠

)
+2 𝜋

𝑑𝐵a0

𝑑𝑇

����
𝑇cold

𝑑𝑇cold

𝑑𝑇𝑠
(acold − a0) +2𝐵a0 (𝑇cold)

𝑑acold

𝑑𝑇𝑠
. (53)

Equation 53 gives the most general expression for the feedback of the CO2 ditch. Geometrically,728

the blue area under the CO2 ditch changes if the flanks and center rise while the edges remain fixed729

(terms proportional to 𝑑𝑇hot/𝑑𝑇𝑠 and 𝑑𝑇cold/𝑑𝑇𝑠), or if the edges move while the flanks and center730

of the ditch remain fixed (terms proportional to 𝑑ahot/𝑑𝑇𝑠 and 𝑑acold/𝑑𝑇𝑠). To evaluate Equation731

53 we thus need to specify how the parameters 𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑡 , 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑 , aℎ𝑜𝑡 and a𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑 vary as a function of732

surface temperature.733

At cold surface temperatures we again ignore H2O absorption around the CO2 band so 𝑇hot = 𝑇𝑠.734

Similarly, the tropopause is low and the CO2 band center radiates from the stratosphere, so735

𝑇cold = 𝑇strat and 𝑑𝑇cold/𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 0. As in Section 5a, we find the band edges ahot and acold by736

solving 𝑇co2 (ahot) = 𝑇𝑠 and 𝑇co2 (acold) = 𝑇strat. The results are ahot = a0 + 𝑙a log[𝜏∗co2
(a0)𝑞co2], and737

acold = a0 + 𝑙a log[𝜏∗co2
(a0)𝑞co2 (𝑇strat/𝑇𝑠)2/𝛾lr]. We can see that the hot CO2 band edge does not738

change under surface warming, 𝑑ahot/𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 0, while the sensitivity of the cold or stratospheric739
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band edge to surface warming is740

𝑑acold

𝑑𝑇𝑠
=

𝜕acold

𝜕𝑇𝑠

����
𝛾lr

+ 𝜕acold

𝜕𝛾lr

����
𝑇𝑠

𝑑𝛾lr

𝑑𝑇𝑠

= − 2𝑙a
𝛾lr𝑇𝑠

+ 2𝑙a
𝛾2

lr
log

(
𝑇𝑠

𝑇strat

)
𝑑𝛾lr

𝑑𝑇𝑠
. (54)

The lapse rate change 𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠 is always negative, so the portion of the CO2 band inside the741

stratosphere shrinks, 𝑑acold/𝑑𝑇𝑠 < 0. Geometrically, since ahot stays fixed while acold moves742

towards the center of the CO2 band, the CO2 band slope becomes shallower and the blue area743

under the CO2 ditch increases – an OLR increase, or a stabilizing feedback. Physically, this is744

a simple consequence of a rising tropopause. As the surface warms, the tropopause moves to745

lower pressures, thus moving more of CO2’s emission from the cold stratosphere into the warmer746

tropopause. Plugging back into Equation 53, the CO2 band feedback at cold surface temperatures747

is748

−_𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙co2
= 𝜋

𝑑𝐵a0

𝑑𝑇

����
𝑇𝑠

2
𝛾lr

log
(
𝑇𝑠

𝑇strat

)
+

[
𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇𝑠) − 𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇strat)

]
×

(
2𝑙a
𝛾lr𝑇𝑠

− 2𝑙a
𝛾2

lr
log

(
𝑇𝑠
𝑇strat

)
𝑑𝛾lr
𝑑𝑇𝑠

)
(55)

At high surface temperatures the CO2 band center moves into the tropopause and the rectangular749

ditch turns into a triangle (see lower left in Fig. 4, and sketch in Fig. 6b). We set acold = a0,750

where the central wavenumber a0 is set by the spectroscopic properties of CO2 and so is fixed751

under surface warming (𝑑acold/𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 0). The emission temperature in the center of the CO2 band752

is now 𝑇cold = 𝑇co2 (a0), where 𝑇co2 is the emission temperature of CO2 (Eqn. 26a). The crucial753

difference between high and low surface temperatures is that once the CO2 band center moves into754

the tropopause 𝑇cold is no longer constant,755

𝑑𝑇co2 (a0)
𝑑𝑇𝑠

=
𝜕𝑇co2 (a0)

𝜕𝑇𝑠

����
𝛾lr

+
𝜕𝑇co2 (a0)

𝜕𝛾lr

����
𝑇𝑠

𝑑𝛾lr

𝑑𝑇𝑠

=
𝑇co2 (a0)

𝑇𝑠
−
𝑇co2 (a0)

2
log[𝑞co2𝜏

∗
co2

(a0)]
𝑑𝛾lr

𝑑𝑇𝑠
. (56)
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The outer edges of the CO2 band at high temperatures are set by water vapor absorption,756

𝑇hot = min[𝑇H2O(a0),𝑇cnt]. We treat H2O as Simpsonian, so 𝑑𝑇hot/𝑑𝑇𝑠 ≈ 0, and also ignore non-757

Simpsonian shifts in the outer CO2 band edge, 𝑑ahot/𝑑𝑇𝑠 ≈ 0. Plugging back into Equation 53, the758

feedback at high surface temperatures is then759

−_ℎ𝑜𝑡co2
= 𝜋

𝑑𝐵a0

𝑑𝑇

����
𝑇cold

𝑑𝑇cold

𝑑𝑇𝑠
(ahot − acold)

= 𝜋
𝑑𝐵a0

𝑑𝑇

����
𝑇cold

𝑑𝑇cold

𝑑𝑇𝑠
𝑙a log

[
𝜏∗co2

(a0)𝑞co2

(
𝑇hot

𝑇𝑠

) 2
𝛾lr

]
. (57)

Geometrically, the behavior of the CO2 band at high temperatures is dictated by the rise in the760

center of the band, 𝑑𝑇cold/𝑑𝑇𝑠. Since the band center emits more in response to surface warming,761

𝑑𝑇cold/𝑑𝑇𝑠 > 0, the blue area under the triangular ditch goes up – again, an OLR increase, which762

leads to a stabilizing feedback. Physically, once the center of the CO2 band radiates from inside the763

troposphere, we have 𝑑𝑇cold/𝑑𝑇𝑠 ∝ −𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠, which means the rate at which emission increases764

is highly sensitive to the rate at which the upper atmosphere warms via the changing lapse rate.765

Finally, when does the CO2 band center change from a stratospheric radiator at low 𝑇𝑠 to a766

tropospheric radiator at high 𝑇𝑠, which also determines the transition between _𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙co2
and _ℎ𝑜𝑡co2

?767

Based on line-by-line calculations with 400 ppm of CO2, Appendix B shows that the smoothed768

emission temperature in the CO2 band center moves out of the stratosphere at surface temperatures769

above 310 K. We therefore identify 310 K as the transition point between the low-temperature770

and high-temperature CO2 feedback regimes. Note, however, that this value also depends on CO2771

concentration.772

Multiplying the low-temperature regime with a scaling constant 𝑐co2 , similar to our other spectral773

feedbacks, the overall CO2 band feedback is thus774

_co2 =


𝑐co2 ×_𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙co2

if 𝑇𝑠 ≤ 310 K

_ℎ𝑜𝑡co2
+ 𝑏 if 𝑇𝑠 > 310 K.

(58)

where we choose the constant 𝑏 to ensure that _co2 remains continuous at 310 K (in practice 𝑏 is775

always of order unity, 𝑏 ∼ 0.5).776
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Fig. 7. The impact of the bulk lapse rate approximation on longwave feedbacks is modest below ∼320 K,

but becomes significant at high temperatures. Solid lines are numerical feedbacks calculated assuming the

atmosphere follows a moist adiabatic profile, dashed lines are numerical feedbacks calculated assuming the

atmosphere follows our bulk lapse rate approximation.
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f. Validation against LBL calculations777

To test our analytic feedback expressions we again use 1D calculations with PyRADS. One782

potential issue is that our derivations use the bulk lapse rate approximation, and so might differ783

from realistic feedbacks. Figure 7 compares feedbacks calculated with a moist adiabat to feedbacks784

with bulk lapse rate profiles. Overall, the bulk lapse rate approximation only introduces minor785

errors in _𝐿𝑊 over the temperature range 250− 320 K. We therefore consider the bulk lapse786

rate approximation sufficiently accurate below 320 K, while care should be taken when applying787

our analytic expressions to extremely hot climates. To better match the derivations, the PyRADS788

calculations here also use vertical profiles with a bulk lapse rate, so𝑇 =𝑇𝑠 (𝑝/𝑝𝑠)𝛾lr . We explore the789

surface temperature-dependence of spectral feedbacks at high and low relative humidity (RH=0.8790

and RH=0.1), without CO2 and with 400 ppm of CO2, for four sets of calculations in total.791

To compare our analytic expressions against the 1D calculations we need to specify the scaling792

constants 𝑐surf , 𝑐H2O, 𝑐cnt, and 𝑐co2 . We pick these constants to match the 1D calculations at793

RH=0.8 and 400 ppm of CO2. The temperature-dependence varies significantly between different794

feedbacks, so we choose 𝑐surf to match _surf at low temperatures (𝑇𝑠 = 250 K), 𝑐cnt to match _cnt795

at high temperatures (𝑇𝑠 = 330 K), and 𝑐H2O and 𝑐co2 to match _H2O and _co2 around Earth’s796

present-day mean temperature (𝑇𝑠 = 290 K). Table 1 gives the resulting values for the above 1D797

calculations with bulk lapse rates, and for another set of 1D calculations with moist lapse rates.798

In agreement with Figure 7, the scaling constants vary little between the two sets of calculations.799
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In this Section we choose the scaling constants to match the idealized 1D calculations with bulk800

lapse rates, while Section 6 considers a feedback calculation specifically for present-day Earth, and801

so uses the scaling constants that match the moist adiabatic calculations. Regardless of the exact802

values, the scaling constants are always of order unity.803
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Fig. 8. Spectral feedbacks calculated using PyRADS and assuming a bulk lapse rate (symbols), compared

against the analytic scalings (lines). Top row shows calculations without CO2, bottom row with 400ppm of CO2.

The large panels show feedbacks while small panels show the corresponding analytic emission temperatures.

804

805

806

Figure 8 shows that our analytic expressions successfully capture the basic state-dependence of807

_𝐿𝑊 as well as of its spectral constituents. The longwave feedback _𝐿𝑊 is sensitive to changes in808
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surface temperature, but it also varies in response to humidity and CO2 changes. Comparing the809

left and right columns in Figure 8, _𝐿𝑊 becomes larger with decreasing relative humidity (also see810

McKim et al. 2021). Comparing the top and bottom rows, adding CO2 to an atmosphere without811

any CO2 evens out the temperature-dependence of _𝐿𝑊 , by decreasing _𝐿𝑊 at cold temperatures812

and increasing _𝐿𝑊 at high temperatures. Importantly, the analytic expressions capture most of the813

variation in _𝐿𝑊 , including its state-dependence.814

To understand the behavior of _𝐿𝑊 we turn to the individual spectral feedbacks. The surface815

feedback _surf is generally the dominant term in the spectral decomposition. Without CO2, _surf816

makes up at least 90% of _𝐿𝑊 below 300 K. The presence of CO2 decreases _surf but even in this817

case _surf makes up at least 60% of _𝐿𝑊 below 300 K. Our analytic expressions thus agree with818

previous studies which showed that Earth’s longwave feedback is dominated by the surface feedback819

(Koll and Cronin 2018; Raghuraman et al. 2019). This situation changes at high temperatures,820

however, once the surface window closes, at which point _𝐿𝑊 becomes dominated by atmospheric821

feedbacks.822

In line with Section 4, the CO2 band feedback acts to stabilize Earth’s climate in warm climates,823

and its importance increases with surface temperature. Below 300 K, _co2 contributes less than824

20% of the total feedback, but its magnitude grows rapidly with surface temperature such that at825

330 K and high relative humidity _co2 makes up almost 70% of _𝐿𝑊 . Interestingly, for large RH826

_co2 becomes equal to _surf at surface temperatures around ∼ 305 K. Extrapolating from these 1D827

calculations to Earth’s spatial feedback pattern, we can expect that Earth’s feedback is dominated828

by the surface in most regions, but that atmospheric feedbacks become important in the inner829

tropics – an issue explored in detail in Section 6.830

Finally, again in line with our analytic results, the two water vapor feedbacks _H2O and _cnt831

have opposing signs. At high relative humidity _H2O and _cnt partially cancel. In contrast, at low832

relative humidity _cnt becomes negligible while _H2O only changes moderately – a non-Simpsonian833

effect. The different sensitivity to RH arises because the continuum’s optical thickness scales as834

𝜏cnt ∝ RH2, whereas the optical thickness in the water vapor bands only scales as 𝜏H2O ∝ RH.835

Decreases in relative humidity therefore increase _𝐿𝑊 both by increasing the surface feedback _surf836

and by reducing _cnt, so that H2O acts as a net stabilizing feedback. Comparing _H2O and _co2837

at present-day CO2 levels, we see that the two feedbacks are roughly equal in magnitude. Non-838
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Table 2. Summary of main theoretical results.

Emission temperatures

𝑇co2 (a) = 𝑇𝑠

(
1

𝜏∗co2 (a)𝑞co2

)𝛾lr/2

𝑇H2O (a) = 𝑇0

(
1+𝛾wv𝛾lr

𝜏∗H2O (a)RH

) 𝛾lr
1+𝛾wv𝛾𝑙𝑟 (

𝑇𝑠
𝑇0

) 1
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) 1
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𝑑𝐵ã
𝑑𝑇

���
𝑇H2O (ã)

×
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𝑑𝑇𝑠
×ΔaH2O
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𝑑𝐵a
𝑑𝑇

���
ã,𝑇cnt

× 𝑑𝑇cnt
𝑑𝑇𝑠

×Δãsurf (1−𝑒−𝜏cnt )

−_co2 =


𝑐co2 ×

2𝜋
𝛾lr

𝑑𝐵a0
𝑑𝑇

���
𝑇𝑠

log
(

𝑇𝑠
𝑇strat

)
−

[
𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇𝑠) − 𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇strat)

]
× 𝑑acold

𝑑𝑇𝑠
at low 𝑇𝑠

𝜋
𝑑𝐵a0
𝑑𝑇

���
𝑇cold
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𝑑𝑇𝑠

(ahot − acold) +𝑏 at high 𝑇𝑠

Simpsonian H2O effects are thus about as important as the CO2 band for Earth’s current longwave839

feedback.840

6. The Spatial Pattern of _𝐿𝑊841

In the previous two sections we demonstrated that the analytic expressions summarized in Table 2842

accurately capture the behavior of Earth’s emission temperature𝑇rad as well as the state-dependence843

of _𝐿𝑊 . These feedback expressions can interpreted as either a model for the global-mean feedback844

or as a model for the local feedback of an isolated atmospheric column, so the state-dependence of845

_𝐿𝑊 shown in Figure 8 should also appear as a spatial-dependence in Earth’s clear-sky longwave846

feedback.847

In this section we therefore analyze the spatial pattern of _𝐿𝑊 for Earth’s present-day climate.848

First, we generate a map of _𝐿𝑊 using the radiative kernel technique (Soden et al. 2008). Next,849

we generate a map of _𝐿𝑊 using our analytic expressions. The radiative kernel technique cannot850

be used to determine the feedback contributions of individual gases and our analytic expressions851

only account for the feedback from Earth’s dominant greenhouse gases, H2O and CO2, whereas852

the radiative kernel includes additional greenhouse gases such as O3 and CH4. We therefore853
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split _𝐿𝑊 into only two terms, namely the surface feedback _surf and the atmospheric feedback854

_𝑎𝑡𝑚 = _𝐿𝑊 −_𝑠𝑢𝑟 𝑓 . Despite the idealizations in our analytic approach compared to a full radiative855

kernel, we find that the resulting feedback maps are in qualitative agreement. This allows us to856

attribute the spatial pattern of _𝐿𝑊 , as deduced from the radiative kernel, to geographic variations857

in the inputs of our analytic model.858

a. Inputs for feedback maps859

For the kernel calculation we use the HadGEM2 radiative kernel. For consistency with the860

analytic model (which assumes the stratosphere is isothermal and at a fixed temperature), we set861

the kernel to zero in the stratosphere. The tropopause is defined as in Soden et al. (2008): the862

tropopause pressure 𝑝tp increases linearly with latitude, from 0.1 bar at the equator to 0.3 bar at the863

poles. The analytic model also assumes RH stays fixed under surface warming, so we do not include864

RH changes in the kernel calculation. Doing so is justified because the RH feedback only makes a865

minor contribution to_𝐿𝑊 in individual climatemodels, and itmoreover tends to cancel in themulti-866

model mean (Zelinka et al. 2020). To compute the forced response we use HadGEM2 climatologies867

from the CMIP5 archive for a preindustrial control simulation and an abrupt-4xCO2 simulation,868

where the climatologies are 50-year averages (for 4xCO2, years 100-150 after increasing CO2).869

Multiplying the kernel with the forced response gives a map of the change in top-of-atmosphere870

(TOA) radiation (Soden et al. 2008). To compute a feedback one additionally needs to normalize871

the change in TOA radiation by a change in surface temperature. Consistent with our assumption872

of an isolated atmospheric column we compute local-local feedback maps, that is, we divide the873

local change in OLR deduced from the kernel by the local change in surface temperature (Feldl874

and Roe 2013; Armour et al. 2013; Bloch-Johnson et al. 2020). To distinguish between surface875

and atmospheric feedbacks in the kernel method we compute the clear-sky longwave feedback _𝐿𝑊876

and the surface feedback _surf , where the second is equal to the surface kernel; the atmospheric877

feedback is then computed as the residual _𝑎𝑡𝑚 = _𝐿𝑊 −_surf .878

We compare the kernel-derived feedback maps against maps from our analytic expressions. The879

surface feedback _surf is the same as in Section 5, while the atmospheric feedback is the sum over all880

atmospheric terms _𝑎𝑡𝑚 = _co2 +_H2O+_cnt. The analytic expressions require six input parameters:881

CO2 concentration, surface temperature 𝑇𝑠, stratosphere temperature 𝑇strat, relative humidity RH,882
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temperature lapse rate 𝛾lr, and the change in lapse rate under surface warming 𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠. Except for883

the lapse rate change 𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠, all these inputs can be obtained from a single climate state (here, the884

HadGEM2 preindustrial state) and do not require knowledge of the climate’s forced response. CO2885

is set to be spatially uniform at 400 ppm (results are highly similar if using a preindustrial 285 ppm);886

the surface temperature 𝑇𝑠 is taken as the air temperature at 2m; and the stratospheric temperature887

𝑇strat is set equal to the temperature at the tropopause pressure level, 𝑇strat = 𝑇 (𝑝tp), where 𝑝tp is888

defined using via the above tropopause definition of Soden et al. (2008). The relative humidity RH889

is set equal to the column relative humidity, defined as the ratio between the atmospheric column’s890

water vapor path and its water vapor path at saturation (e.g., Bretherton et al. 2005),891

RH =
WVP
WVP∗ , (59)

=

∫ 𝑝𝑠

𝑝tp
𝑞 𝑑𝑝/𝑔∫ 𝑝𝑠

𝑝tp
𝑞∗ 𝑑𝑝/𝑔

. (60)

Here the vertical integral is taken from the tropopause 𝑝tp down to the surface to exclude the892

strongly sub-saturated stratosphere. One could in principle also approximate RH using other893

measures of atmospheric humidity; however, the column relative humidity is a natural choice894

because it correctly captures the atmosphere’s total water vapor path, which in turn determines the895

width of the window region and _surf .896

Next, the lapse rate 𝛾𝑙𝑟 = 𝑑 ln𝑇/𝑑 ln 𝑝 varies strongly in the vertical. We compute a bulk lapse897

rate using a mass-weighted vertical average,898

𝛾lr =
1

𝑝1 − 𝑝tp

∫ 𝑝1

𝑝tp

𝑝

𝑇

𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑝
𝑑𝑝, (61)

where the average is taken from the tropopause 𝑝tp down to a near-surface pressure 𝑝1. Some polar899

regions have such strong surface inversions that the inferred bulk lapse rate becomes negative,900

whereas our derivations break down if 𝛾lr < 0. At the same time, the map of 𝛾lr should reflect near-901

surface inversions over subtropical eastern ocean basins and deep boundary layers over tropical902

land, discussed below. We therefore define 𝑝1 similar to 𝑝tp, as varying linearly in latitude from903

𝑝1 = 1 bar at the equator to 𝑝1 = 0.85 bar at the poles. One could also evaluate 𝛾lr using the904

bulk lapse rate definition from Equation 6 in combination with a tropopause definition; however,905
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this approach makes the inferred lapse rates quite sensitive to the tropopause definition, which we906

side-step by using the mass-weighted average in Equation 61 instead. Finally, the only input in our907

analytic expressions that requires information about the climate’s forced response is the change in908

lapse rate 𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠, which is computed using the difference in 𝛾lr between the HadGEM2 4xCO2909

and preindustrial simulations.910
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Fig. 9. Input data used to evaluate the analytic feedback maps in Figure 10. The top four panels show fields

from a HadGEM2 preindustrial simulation. The bottom right panel shows the normalized bulk lapse rate change

𝑑 ln(𝛾lr)/𝑑𝑇𝑠 computed using the HadGEM2 4xCO2 and preindustrial simulations.

911

912

913

Figure 9 shows maps of the input data from HadGEM2, which we use below to evaluate the914

analytic expressions. In the top two rows, large variations are notable in the maps of surface915

temperature 𝑇𝑠, column relative humidity RH, and bulk lapse rate 𝛾lr. In contrast, apart from minor916

stationary wave patterns in the northern mid-latitudes, the stratospheric temperature𝑇strat is zonally917

fairly uniform and varies by only about 20 K between the equator and poles. The bottom row918
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shows the normalized bulk lapse change, 𝑑 ln(𝛾lr)/𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 1/(Δ𝛾lr) × (Δ𝛾lr/Δ𝑇𝑠), computed using919

the bulk lapse rate difference Δ𝛾lr between 4xCO2 and preindustrial simulations. The bulk lapse920

rate change shows an equator-pole contrast, with a decrease in 𝛾lr at low and mid latitudes and921

an increase in 𝛾lr at high latitudes. This contrast is in line with previous studies – for a moist922

adiabat the atmospheric temperature-pressure profile becomes less steep under warming, so 𝛾lr923

decreases in the tropics, while the opposite occurs at high latitudes (e.g., Payne et al. 2015; Cronin924

and Jansen 2016; Stuecker et al. 2018). There is also a noticeable tropical land-ocean contrast in925

the bulk lapse-rate change, with tropical land areas showing near-zero lapse-rate change. This is926

likely due to compensation between moist-adiabatic warming aloft, which is uniform across the927

tropics and tends to decrease 𝛾lr, and amplified land surface warming, which increases 𝛾lr (Byrne928

and O’Gorman 2013). Conversely, subtropical eastern ocean basins have the same moist adiabatic929

warming aloft but suppressed surface warming, both of which contribute to strong decreases in 𝛾lr.930

b. Feedback maps931

Figure 10 shows the feedback maps resulting from kernel and analytic calculations. Overall, we937

find good qualitative agreement between kernel-derived feedbacks and our analytic approximations.938

The global pattern of _𝐿𝑊 in bothmaps shows clear contrasts between the high latitudes, subtropics,939

and inner tropics (Fig. 10, top row). _𝐿𝑊 is smallest in the inner tropics, especially in the940

intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ), while it is largest in the subtropics, especially over eastern941

ocean basins. The agreement is less good at small scales, with the analytic map of _𝐿𝑊 showing942

less regional structure and deviating from the kernel-derived map in continental interiors and943

over the Southern Ocean. This is plausible given the idealizations in our derivations, such as944

representing realistic vertical temperature profiles by a smooth power-law. However, small-scale945

differences tend to cancel when taking a zonal or global mean. The zonal-mean of _𝐿𝑊 in our946

analytic estimate agrees with the zonal-mean of the kernel _𝐿𝑊 to within 11% at each latitude. The947

global-mean values of _𝐿𝑊 are almost identical, with −2.15W/m2/K for the kernel calculation and948

−2.16W/m2/K for the analytic estimate. Note that these global mean averages are weighted by the949

HadGEM2 pattern of surface warming, which is required to convert a local-local feedback map950

into a global mean (Feldl and Roe 2013; Armour et al. 2013).951
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Fig. 10. Feedbackmaps showing feedbacks computed with a radiative kernel (left column), or with our analytic

expressions (middle column). The analytic maps are calculated from the inputs shown in Figure 9. Top row

shows the net longwave clear-sky feedback _𝐿𝑊 , middle row the surface component _surf , and bottom row and

the atmospheric component _𝑎𝑡𝑚. Means above each subpanel are area-weighted global means that are weighted

by the pattern of surface warming.
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933

934

935

936

The qualitative agreement between the _𝐿𝑊 maps also holds separately for surface and atmo-952

spheric feedbacks, though differences are larger here. The kernel-derived map of _surf is almost953

uniform at high latitudes, large inmagnitude over subtropical desert regions, and small inmagnitude954

over the ITCZ. The analytic map of _surf qualitatively matches this pattern, though it overpredicts955

the magnitude of _surf in the global mean by 0.18W/m2/K, or 13%. Conversely, the analytic esti-956

mate underpredicts _𝑎𝑡𝑚 relative to the kernel-derived map in the global mean by 0.17W/m2/K, or957

22%. In addition, the analytic _𝑎𝑡𝑚 map predicts that the atmospheric feedback goes almost to zero958

at the poles, whereas the kernel-derived _𝑎𝑡𝑚 map shows a small but clearly non-zero feedback. The959

strong differences at the poles again presumably arise because our derivations fail to capture the960
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Fig. 11. Zonal mean fraction of the surface feedback to the net feedback, _surf/_𝐿𝑊 , based on the radiative

kernel (solid) and our analytic expressions (dashed).

963

964

atmospheric feedback response in areas with inversions and other complex temperature-pressure961

profiles.962

In addition to an overall spatial agreement, both kernel and analytic feedback calculations965

agree that the surface dominates the net longwave feedback. Figure 11 shows that the surface’s966

contribution to the total feedback is about 50% at low latitudes and increases towards the poles,967

reaching about 75% in the kernel maps and over 90% in the analytic maps. One plausible reason968

why the analytic maps tend to overestimate _surf/_𝐿𝑊 at high latitudes is that our expressions do not969

include minor greenhouse gases such as ozone or methane. Any additional atmospheric absorption970

from such gases reduces the windowwidth viaΔasurf ×𝑒−𝜏cnt and thus also the surface feedback _surf971

(also see Feng et al. 2022). This effect should be most clearly visible at high latitudes, where water972

vapor concentrations are low and Δasurf is large, while at low latitudes Δasurf × 𝑒−𝜏cnt is already973

small due to the water vapor continuum, leaving less room for other greenhouse gases to affect974

_surf . Nevertheless, in line with the results from Section 5, both kernel and analytic maps show975

that _𝐿𝑊 is dominated by _surf across most of the globe. In contrast, atmospheric feedbacks only976

start to rival _surf in the inner tropics and particularly inside the ITCZ (Fig. 10). Our finding agrees977

with other published estimates: the simple area-weighted global mean of _surf/_𝐿𝑊 is 60% in our978

kernel calculation and 67% in our analytic estimate, well in line with the results of Raghuraman979

et al. (2019) who deduced 63% using a different methodology. Similarly, Feng et al. (2022) found980

that _surf/_𝐿𝑊 varies between 88% at the poles to 50% in the tropics, in good agreement with981
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Figure 11. We conclude that our analytic model of _𝐿𝑊 has notable biases at regional scales but it982

is sufficient to understand the factors that underlie the large-scale pattern of _𝐿𝑊 , which we turn to983

next.984

c. What controls the large-scale pattern of _𝐿𝑊?985
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Fig. 12. Spatial correlation between the kernel-derived feedback maps of _surf and _𝑎𝑡𝑚 (Figure 10, left

column), and the inputs to our analytic model (Figure 9). Top row shows correlations between inputs and _surf ,

bottom row shows correlations between inputs and _𝑎𝑡𝑚. Left column shows correlations inside the tropics, right

column shows correlations in the extratropics. Dark colors highlight particularly strong correlations (|𝑟 | ≥ 0.75),

while the tropics/extratropics are defined as all points equatorward/poleward of 30◦ latitude.

986

987

988

989

990

The match between our analytic model and the kernel calculation implies that one can explain991

much of the spatial structure of _𝐿𝑊 in terms of the analytic model’s input parameters. We do992

this by calculating correlations between _surf and _𝑎𝑡𝑚 from the kernel-derived feedback maps993

against the analytic model’s five main inputs: surface temperature 𝑇𝑠, column relative humidity994

𝑅𝐻, stratospheric temperature 𝑇strat, bulk lapse rate 𝛾lr, and the change in bulk lapse rate under995
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warming 𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠. Spatial CO2 contrasts are small (e.g., Fraser et al. 1983), and so do not need to996

be considered here.997

Figure 12 shows the resulting spatial correlations between the kernel-derived feedback maps998

(left column of Figure 10) and the five inputs from HadGEM2 (Figure 9). Because the feedback999

maps differ strongly between tropics and extratropics in terms of zonal variation and magnitude,1000

we compute correlations separately in these two regions (data are split based on being equatorward1001

or poleward of 30◦ latitude). Based on the inherent correlations between the five input maps,1002

we consider a correlation significant if its coefficient exceeds |𝑟 | ≥ 0.75 (the largest intra-input1003

correlations are 𝑟 = −0.71 between 𝑇𝑠 and 𝑇strat in the tropics, and 𝑟 = −0.76 between 𝑇𝑠 and1004

𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠 in the extratropics; not shown).1005

In line with our analytic model, we find that the kernel-derived _surf is strongly correlated with1006

column RH in the tropics (𝑟 = 0.83), while it does not show strong correlation with any inputs1007

in the extratropics (|𝑟 | < 0.4). This underlines the importance of the subtropical dry radiator fin1008

regions for _surf , which are clearly visible as the dark blue regions in Figure 9 (top right) and the1009

yellow regions in Figure 10 (center left). As expected, the sign of the correlation is positive which1010

means _surf becomes less negative, or less stabilizing, as column RH increases.1011

Next, we find _𝑎𝑡𝑚 is most strongly correlated with 𝛾lr and 𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠 in the tropics (𝑟 = 0.75 for1012

both), and with 𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠 in the extratropics (𝑟 = 0.88). Of the two parameters that show strong1013

correlations with _𝑎𝑡𝑚 in the tropics, 𝛾lr and 𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠, which one is more important? We performed1014

a test with the analytical model in which we set 𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 0 (not shown). Doing so eliminates most1015

tropical structure in the map of _𝑎𝑡𝑚, which indicates that _𝑎𝑡𝑚 is largely determined by 𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠,1016

not 𝛾lr. The correlation between _𝑎𝑡𝑚 and 𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠 is positive, which is intuitive: _𝑎𝑡𝑚 becomes1017

more negative if the upper atmosphere warms more relative to the surface, i.e. if 𝛾lr decreases. The1018

spatial variability of _𝑎𝑡𝑚 is largest in the tropics, and can be can be understood in terms of the map1019

of 𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠 already discussed in Section 6a: tropical _𝑎𝑡𝑚 is large over subtropical eastern ocean1020

basins due to suppressed surface warming, and small over land due to enhanced surface warming,1021

where these warming patterns are relative to the approximately uniform warming of the tropical1022

free troposphere (Byrne and O’Gorman 2013).1023

The correlations shown in Figure 12 are between fields derived from two independent methods,1024

and so are non-trivial. Appendix C shows that the same analysis performed with _surf and _𝑎𝑡𝑚1025
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from our analytic feedback maps identifies the same dominant relations (e.g., _surf is most strongly1026

correlated with column RH in the tropics), though most correlation coefficients are unsurprisingly1027

even larger (e.g., 𝑟 = 0.93 for the analytic _surf and tropical column RH). Our results thus underline1028

that the spatial pattern of _𝐿𝑊 can be understood, at least in rough terms and on large spatial1029

scales, by Earth’s spatial pattern of relative humidity and lapse rate changes. Relative humidity1030

and lapse rate changes dominate the pattern of _𝐿𝑊 in the tropics, where they control _surf and _𝑎𝑡𝑚1031

respectively, while lapse rate changes dominate the pattern of _𝑎𝑡𝑚 in the extratropics.1032

7. Discussion & Conclusions1033

In this paper we have presented a novel decomposition of Earth’s clear-sky longwave feedback1034

_𝐿𝑊 into four spectral components, namely a surface Planck feedback (_surf) and three atmospheric1035

feedbacks: a CO2 band feedback (_co2), a (non-Simpsonian) water vapor band feedback (_H2O),1036

and a destabilizing water vapor continuum feedback (_cnt). We have derived simple analytic1037

expressions for each of these spectral feedbacks, which accurately reproduce the results of line-1038

by-line calculations and qualitatively match the feedback map computed from a radiative kernel.1039

In principle one could extend this approach even further to account for additional complicating1040

factors, such as the effect of additional greenhouse gases or a more realistic stratosphere. However,1041

our results already show that from a radiative perspective the factors determining _𝐿𝑊 can be1042

understood fairly easily, adding further support to the close agreement between observations and1043

climate models.1044

The picture of Earth’s clear-sky longwave feedback that emerges from this perspective is relatively1045

simple, consisting of a surface feedback plus atmospheric feedbacks fromCO2 and H2O. At present1046

the surface feedback _surf is themost important contributor in the global-mean and at most latitudes,1047

with its spatial pattern determined by the distribution of atmospheric water vapor. _surf is largest in1048

the dry subtropics, consistent with the view that these are the locus of Earth’s stabilizing longwave1049

feedback (Pierrehumbert 1995; McKim et al. 2021), and smallest in the inner tropics, where the1050

surface’s emission is blocked by the H2O continuum. The atmospheric feedbacks from the CO21051

and H2O bands play a supporting role to _surf at mid and high latitudes, but they rival the surface1052

feedback in the inner tropics, with the global pattern of _𝑎𝑡𝑚 largely determined by the pattern of1053

the atmospheric lapse rate change 𝑑𝛾lr/𝑑𝑇𝑠. The H2O continuum provides a negligible feedback1054
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below ∼ 310 K (see Section 5), but the continuum itself is still important through its influence on1055

_surf .1056

This spectral picture is arguably a more intuitive starting point for reasoning about different1057

climates than the conventional decomposition of _𝐿𝑊 into Planck, Lapse Rate and Water Vapor1058

feedbacks. As discussed by Cronin and Dutta (in revision at QJRMS), it is non-trivial to accurately1059

estimate the supposedly-simple Planck feedback from first principles. Similarly, one can qualita-1060

tively reason that Lapse Rate and Water Vapor feedbacks both increase in magnitude under global1061

warming, but these are large and of opposite sign, so it is difficult to predict their net change and, by1062

extension, the 𝑇𝑠-dependence of _𝐿𝑊 , in the conventional decomposition without resorting to nu-1063

merical models. The strong cancellations between Planck, Lapse Rate and Water Vapor feedbacks1064

can be alleviated by considering conventional feedbacks in a fixed relative humidity framework1065

(Ingram 2010; Held and Shell 2012), but this comes at the cost that the state-dependence of the1066

Planck feedback is no longer trivial to understand at fixed RH.1067

In contrast, the state-dependence of _𝐿𝑊 is fairly straightforward to understand from a spectral1068

perspective, at least in broad brushstrokes. For present-day Earth the 𝑇𝑠-dependence of _𝐿𝑊 is1069

dominated by the surface in most regions. If relative humidity is fixed, _surf increases at very1070

cold temperatures, peaks around 260− 290 K depending on RH, and then decreases again (see1071

Section 5). The decrease is rapid at high RH due to the H2O continuum, but much slower at1072

low RH. Atmospheric feedbacks also have state-dependence. All of them increase in magnitude1073

as the atmosphere warms, and are further amplified by a weakening lapse rate. In the tropics1074

the state-dependence of _𝐿𝑊 is thus set by the interplay between a decreasing surface feedback1075

and increasing atmospheric feedbacks. This can lead to surprising dynamics – at high RH, _surf1076

decreases in magnitude more rapidly with warming than the atmospheric feedbacks from _co21077

and _H2O increase. As a result _𝐿𝑊 becomes non-monotonic with warming and develops a local1078

minimum around ∼ 310 K, which leads to a local maximum in climate sensitivity (Seeley and1079

Jeevanjee 2021).1080

The state-dependence of _𝐿𝑊 at temperatures far above ∼ 310 K is beyond the scope of this1081

paper, but a spectral perspective points to the importance of stabilizing H2O and CO2 bands versus1082

the destabilizing H2O continuum as Earth approaches the runaway greenhouse. The main caveat1083

here is that Earth’s net feedback does not necessarily stay dominated by _𝐿𝑊 at very high surface1084
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temperatures, and atmospheric feedbacks are also complicated at high temperatures by effects such1085

as non-dilute thermodynamics and surface pressure changes (Goldblatt et al. 2013; Ramirez et al.1086

2014).1087

There are several remaining shortcomings in our analysis of _𝐿𝑊 that are beyond the scope of1088

this paper. A major one is our assumption that the atmosphere can be described by a single bulk1089

lapse rate, such that temperature has to monotonically decrease with altitude. In the real world1090

inversions are common, particularly in polar regions and over subtropical oceans. Comparable to1091

the long-standing discussion about how to interpret the Lapse Rate feedback at high latitudes in1092

the conventional decomposition (e.g., Cai and Lu 2009; Payne et al. 2015; Stuecker et al. 2018;1093

Boeke et al. 2021; Henry et al. 2021), we therefore expect that our approach here only provides a1094

first step towards understanding the processes which shape _𝐿𝑊 in inversion regions.1095

Another assumption is that we ignore stratospheric changes, even though stratospheric cooling1096

induced by rising CO2 levels is a major and robust signal of anthropogenic warming (e.g., Vallis1097

et al. 2014). It is notable that the radiative changes due to stratospheric cooling are also hard1098

to intuitively explain using conventional feedbacks. Climate model analyses typically treat the1099

stratosphere’s fast radiative adjustment to CO2 changes as distinct from Planck, Lapse Rate, and1100

Water Vapor feedbacks. Our derivations here sidestep this issue and treat 𝑇strat as a fixed parameter.1101

Similarly, our derivations ignore the potential feedback from relative humidity changes. In reality1102

there is no guarantee that relative humidity will remain constant under global warming, let alone1103

would have been similar in past climates. In principle our analysis starting from the emission level1104

approximation can be extended to estimate the feedbacks associated with changes in either RH or1105

𝑇strat; RH changes would lead to a feedback term proportional to 𝜕𝑇rad/𝜕RH, while stratospheric1106

changes would lead to a feedback term proportional to 𝜕𝑇rad/𝜕𝑇strat.1107
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APPENDIX A1115

CO2 Forcing1116

Sp
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l F
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Wavenumber𝜈cold 𝜈hot𝜈0

𝛑B𝜈(Thot)

𝛑B𝜈(Tcold)

𝜈∞

Fig. A1. CO2 ditch model for the CO2 forcing. The shaded blue area is the OLR contribution from the CO2

band as well as neighboring spectral regions. The band edges ahot and acold vary in response to CO2 concentration

𝑞co2 , while a∞ is sufficiently far away from the CO2 band to be constant with respect to 𝑞co2 .

1117

1118

1119

The CO2 ditch model can be used to explain the CO2 forcing in addition to the CO2 band1120

feedback. This section rederives the CO2 forcing expressions from Wilson and Gea-Banacloche1121

(2012) and Jeevanjee et al. (2021b), which are valid as long as the CO2 band center radiates from1122

the stratosphere. Note that our CO2 band feedback model only considers OLR changes inside the1123

CO2 band (see Figure 6). This is because the effect of CO2 on _H2O or _surf is separately considered1124

in the derivation of those feedbacks. Forcing is defined as the OLR change integrated across all1125

wavenumbers, however, so here we need to consider the expanded shaded region shown in Figure1126

A1. The OLR integrated across this expanded region, OLR+, is1127

OLR+ = 2
∫ aa∞

a0

𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇rad)𝑑a

=
[
𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇hot) + 𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇cold)

]
(ahot − acold) +2𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇cold) (acold − a0) +

2𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇hot) (a∞− ahot). (A1)
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The forcing from a doubling of CO2 is then1128

𝐹2𝑥
co2

= − 𝑑OLR+
𝑑 log2(𝑞co2)

= − ln(2) 𝑑OLR+
𝑑 ln𝑞co2

= − ln(2)
( [
𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇hot) + 𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇cold)

] (
𝑑ahot

𝑑 ln𝑞co2

− 𝑑acold

𝑑 ln𝑞co2

)
+2𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇cold)

𝑑acold

𝑑 ln𝑞co2

−

2𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇hot)
𝑑ahot

𝑑 ln𝑞co2

)
(A2)

The minus sign in the first line ensures that forcing is positive when OLR decreases, while the1129

base-2 logarithm is necessary because forcing is defined with respect to a CO2 doubling. In the1130

second step we then change the logarithm’s base to the natural logarithm, while in the third step1131

we treat the emission temperatures 𝑇hot and 𝑇cold as constant. This is valid because the derivative1132

of OLR with respect to 𝑞co2 is taken at fixed 𝑇𝑠 (i.e., at fixed surface temperature, the temperature1133

outside the CO2 band and in the stratosphere are both independent of CO2 concentration).1134

The CO2 band edges are defined by 𝑇co2 (ahot) = 𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑡 and 𝑇co2 (cold) = 𝑇strat. Solving for ahot and1135

acold we find1136

ahot = a0 + 𝑙a log

[
𝑞co2𝜏

∗
co2

(a0)
(
𝑇hot

𝑇𝑠

)2/𝛾lr
]

(A3)

acold = a0 + 𝑙a log

[
𝑞co2𝜏

∗
co2

(a0)
(
𝑇strat

𝑇𝑠

)2/𝛾lr
]
. (A4)

We can see that the CO2 band edges shift equally in response to a CO2 increase:1137

𝑑ahot

𝑑 ln𝑞co2

=
𝑑acold

𝑑 ln𝑞co2

= 𝑙a . (A5)

It follows that the first term proportional to 𝑑ahot/𝑑 ln𝑞co2 −𝑑acold/𝑑 ln𝑞co2 in Equation A2 is zero.1138

The CO2 forcing is thus1139

𝐹2𝑥
co2

= 2ln(2)𝑙a
(
𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇hot) − 𝜋𝐵a0 (𝑇cold

)
, (A6)
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which is identical to the analytic CO2 forcing model in Jeevanjee et al. (2021b) (their Equations 71140

and 14).1141

APPENDIX B1142

Transition from stratospheric to tropospheric CO2 radiator fin1143
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Fig. B1. Brightness temperatures computed from line-by-line calculations and smoothed with a 50 cm−1

median filter (solid), versus analytic emission temperatures (dashed). Top row: calculations use a bulk lapse-rate

profile, 𝑇 (𝑝) = 𝑇𝑠 (𝑝/𝑝𝑠)𝛾lr . Bottom row: calculations use a moist adiabat.

1144

1145

1146

At high surface temperatures the CO2 band center transitions from mainly radiating from the1147

stratosphere to mainly radiating from the troposphere. Figure B1 shows smoothed brightness1148

temperatures 𝑇𝑏 computed from the 1D line-by-line calculations described in Section 5, with a1149

CO2 volume-mixing ratio of 400 ppm. In the middle of the CO2 band, at about 667 cm−1, CO21150

radiates from the troposphere at surface temperatures above ∼ 310 K. In rough agreement with1151
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the line-by-line results, our analytic CO2 brightness temperatures predict this transition happens1152

at a surface temperature of ∼ 320 K (dashed lines in Fig. B1). In practice we therefore use a1153

transition temperature of 𝑇𝑠,0 = 310 K for 400 ppm of CO2 to determine when CO2 changes from1154

a stratospheric to a tropospheric radiator.1155

APPENDIX C1156

Spatial correlations in analytic feedback maps1157
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Fig. C1. Spatial correlation between the analytic feedback maps of _surf and _𝑎𝑡𝑚 (Figure 10, right column),

and the inputs to our analytic model (Figure 9). Top row shows correlations between inputs and _surf , bottom row

shows correlations between inputs and _𝑎𝑡𝑚. Left column shows correlations inside the tropics, right column

shows correlations in the extratropics. Dark colors highlight particularly strong correlations (|𝑟 | ≥ 0.8).

1158

1159

1160

1161

Figure C1 repeats the same analysis as in Figure 12, but using the analytic feedback maps of1162

_surf and _𝑎𝑡𝑚. Given that the analytic model is computed using the input fields from Figure 9, it1163

is not surprising that most correlations between inputs and feedback maps are even higher than in1164

Fig. 12. With the exception of _𝑎𝑡𝑚 in the tropics, for which the correlation between the analytic1165
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_𝑎𝑡𝑚 and 𝛾lr is slightly lower than between kernel-derived _𝑎𝑡𝑚 and 𝛾lr, Figure C1 identifies the1166

same strong correlations as Figure 12.1167
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